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Candidate Speaks in ’64 Hall
by Ted Winschel
On Tuesday, Oct. 19, 1984, Ed
ward DiPrete, the Republican can
didate for Governor o f Rhode
Island, spoke in ’64 Hall.
Mr. DiPrete has been the Mayor
o f the city of Cranston for the past
six years. In his brief discussion,
DiPrete outlined some of his ma
jor concerns and his views on such
issues as creating jobs, bringing
business to Rhode Island, taxes,
and funding for higher education.
He also stressed the need for a
change in the state government that
will do more for the people of
Rhode Island.
DiPrete began by discussing his
political independence, pointing
out that, as Mayor o f Cranston, he
is not directly involved in state
government and he sees this as an
asset. He also said that he would
not refrain from speaking out
against other party leaders if he
disagreed with them.
While discussing his ideas on
bringing business into Rhode

Island, DiPrete described the poor
condition o f the business climate
and the lack o f economic activity
in the state. Said DiPrete, “ The
next Governor has got to do
something about turning around
the business problems in the state.”
DiPrete also said he “ would take
charge,” pointing out his twenty
years o f business experience prior
to being elected Mayor.
DiPrete stressed that he would
reach o ut to businesses outside of
the state as well as helping those
that exist in the state. He wishes to
help these companies because “ if
these businesses don’t prosper, we
will lose them .” Specifically,
D iPrete discussed resolving
workman’s compensation pro
blems and the possibility of
establishing a revolving loan to
make loans to the business
community.
Concerning his policy on higher
education, DiPrete stated his plan
to spend $4 million in an effort to
get students to stay in Rhode Island
after graduation. He supports the

Robotics and Oceanography pro
grams at the University o f Rhode
Island and the Pharmaceutical pro
gram at Brown University. These
programs, as well as others at other
schools, will result in more high
paying jobs in Rhode Island.
DiPrete went on to say that the
state of Rhode Island has the tenth
highest tax rate in the nation and
that he plans to change that. Citing
his record as Mayor, he pointed out
that he has raised taxes in Cranston
only one year since elected. He also
mentioned that at the same time,
he eliminated an inherited $5.3
million budget deficit two years
ahead of schedule.
Finally, DiPrete emphasized that
the achievements he made as
Mayor can happen on a much
larger scale if he is elected Gover
nor. He stressed that his skills in
both business and government will
allow him to expand industry,
eliminate waste in government and
create a better quality o f living in
Rhode Island.

The very Reverend Father Francis C. Duffy, prior elect of the St. Thomas
Aquinas Priory of Providence College. (Photo by Thomas F. Maguire, Jr.)

Business vs. Liberal Arts:
Integrating Majors:
by Sheila O’Connell ’86
W hat does the Business Dept, have to offer liberal arts students?
This is a common question that plagues the minds of incoming
freshmen across the country each year: Who is better qualified for
a job in the business world, a business major or a liberal arts major?
The question has been debated from evey angle, and although there
are valid arguments for both sides, it has proven that liberal arts
students are just as capable (if not better) of performing in the business
So what does the business department at PC have to offer liberal
arts students? Prof. Seigle, an integral member of the business depart
ment, has agreed to share his views in answering that question.
Mr. Saul Seigle came to PC in 1975 for a six week stint as a substitute
teacher in the business department. His six weeks turned into almost
ten years o f dedication to advising and teaching college students.

See SEIGLE, page 3

Candidate for Govenor, Ed DiPrete and candidate for Lt. Govenor Lila Sapinsly, shake hands before conference in '64
Hall. See Story Above.
(Cow! Photo by John F. Robben)

Peace Corps Seeks Volunteers
by Tom Corrigan

PC students go nuts at the Halloween miter last Friday. For more pictures look
inside.
(Cowl Photo by David West)

INSIDE
NEWS...Dan McCormack takes a look at the threats to U.S. influence
in the Caribbean in a news analysis on page 2.
EDITORIALS...Is student court-time being slighted at Peterson
Recreation Center? For a look at the overcrowding, turn to page 4.
FEATURES...The Last Resort is more than just a “ last resort” . Find
out about this exciting place on page 10.
SPORTS...The hockey team split its weekend series with the Univer
sity of Wisconsin. Read about all the action on page 16.

Next Wednesday, Nov. 7, a
representative from the Peace
Corps, Charlie Beyer, will be on
campus to speak on behalf o f his
organization.
Beyer will be giving general in
formation about the Corps at a
3:30 meeting at the Counseling
Center in Slavin 210.
Interviews.for the Peace Corps
will be held next week; anyone who
is interested in joining-the Corps
should sign up in the Counseling
Center for an interview. '
The Peace Corps, started in 1961
with an executive order from Presi
dent Kennedy, the Corps present
ly has 5400 volunteers in over 60 of
the world’s poorest nations.
Their goals are to try to help the
800 million undernourished and
600 million illiterate people in
Third World countries become selfsufficient.
Volunteers use their skills to pro
vide service, but also to leave the
people in their community capable
of helping themselves. Anyone who
is interested in the Peace Corps
must be highly motivated, openminded about other cultures,
resourceful, and physically
vigorous.
Volunteers leave with a sense of
accomplishment from putting in
two years of hard work, they get
to polish up their skills, they have
.knowledge o f another culture, and

they have left the people with a
sense o f how to help themselves.
The application process requires
a detailed application, an interview,
and a nomination. If you are
nominated, the Peace Corps looks
at your references. You must take
dental and physical exams, and
then they decide whether to accept
you.
After your acceptance, you are
given eight to 16 weeks o f training
in language, culture, and any
technical skills that you might
need. You can be put into one of
the following fields: agriculture,
engineering, science, business,
education, h ealth, natural
resources, social work, home

economics, special skills, and a few
Travel expenses to your assign
ment will be paid for. You will
receive an allowance, two days of
vacation per month, and a read
justment allowance of $175 per
month for every month that you
work. Also, you will have non
competitive eligibility for a govern
ment job when you return.
If you are a senior, and you’re
interested in the Peace Corps,
remember to stop by the Counsel
ing Center as soon as possible. Next
week’s meeting with Beyer is open
to any underclassman who is
interested.

’87 Picks Core Committee
by Julie M. Norko
Preparations for the Junior Ring Weekend of the Class of 1987 have
begun. The officers of the sophomore class have selected a core com
mittee for the event.
The JRW is a weekend o f activities celebrating the junior class’s
reception of their rings. In past years, the JRW has consisted o f a
semi-formal, a formal and a slide show, in addition to many other
activities.
The Junior Ring Weekend of the class o f 1987 will not take place
until November o f 1985. However, the preparations are so extensive
that the committee must be chosen a year in advance.
The officers o f the class of 1987 chose a committee from approx
imately 70 people interested in positions. After a three week period
o f nominations, they interviewed each o f the candidates and voted
on a committee. Class President Matt Adams stated, “ It was extremely
difficult choosing between so many qualified people.”

See JRW, page 3
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NEWS
NEWS BRIEFS
The Providence College ROTC Department will hold their
Annual Memorial Cermony on Wednesday, 7 November, 1984 at
2:45 in front o f Harkins Hall. Remarks will be made by Ltc. John
P. Kennedy, the Professor of Military Science, and the very Rev.
Thomas R. Peterson, the college President. Following the cere
mony at Providence College, another brief cerermony will be held
at the Maj. Edmund Hornstein Memorial at Chalkstone and
Mount Pleasant Avenues. The entire Providence College commun
ity is invited to attend both o f these memorial ceremonies.

Class Notes
’85
The class would like to thank all those who went on the Halloween
Boat Cruise. We would like to apologize for the bus problems.
This is the last week to sign up for the 20 Week Club. The first
drawing will take place in Slavin Center at 4:00 p.m. on Friday, Nov.
2. You can sign up in lower Slavin until then. If you receive 20 week
ticket stubs in your mail box, that means your parents took part, so
save the stubs.
SENIORS: DO NOT MAKE PLANS FOR NEW YEAR’S EVE!!!
The First Annual PC New Year’s Eve Party to be held in Slavin Center
is definite. Be looking for details and ticket information next week.
Any club, organization, or individual interested in making money
by opening a booth at our Christmas Festival on December 8 and 9
may call 831-2429 for information. Remember, on December 8 from
9:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. and December 9 from 9:00 a.m . to 7:30 p.m.,
Peterson Recreation Center is turned into a shopping mall for your
Christmas shopping needs!
Juniors: JJF III Chauffering, Inc. and the Class o f ’85 will be raf
fling off a Blue Limo with a bar, TV, blacked out windows, and
AM /FM stereo. The Limo can hold up to six people. It will be raffl
ed on November 5 at 4:00 p.m. Slavin for use on November 10th for
the formal. Chances will be available from now until November 5 in
lower Slavin. They are one (1) for $1 and three (3) for $2.
Be looking for: Christmasfest (semi-formal) on December 1, possible
Senior Rat Night on November 2, and possible Garden Cafe ih Up
per Slavin event on November 16.
bn.

’87
The PC Semi-Formal will be held on November 16th from 8:00 until
1 a.m. Buses will depart from behind Raymond Hall starting at 7:15
for the Venus de Milo Restaurant in Seekonk, MA. The evening ac
tivities will include cocktails and all you can eat hors d ’oeuvres from
8 until 9. Then from 9 until 1 there will be dancing and contests.
Transportation is mandatory (for your safely) and you must have
your ticket to ride the bus and enter the party.
Plans are set for the class o f 1987’s booth at the Christmas Bazaar
on Dec. 8 and 9.
Bazaar chairperson’s Teresa Coggins and Suzie Frost are hard at
work preparing the class booth where they will sell personalized stock
ings, and other Christmas fare.
The Breakfast in Bed Service is set to role into action very soon
and participation by everyone in the class is encouraged.
The Class o f 1987 and the Sophomore JR W Core Committee,
chaired by Bill Creamer will hold a class meeting, tentatively set for
November 14th at 6:30 in Room 113, Slavin. At the meeting volunteers
can sign-up to participate in the JRW organization.
The class will be selling carnations and flowers for the members
o f the Class o f 1986 Junior Ring Weekend. Chris Anderson is chair
ing the event that should provide even more depth to a fantastic
weekend.

Congress News:

Electronic Board Available to Clubs
by Alan B. Woodworth
This week’s Student Congress
meeting was held on Monday, Oct.
29. It began with the invocation by
Fr. McMahon.
The first order o f business dealt
with the confusion concerning the
posting o f signs in Slavin and mail
distribution. Fr. McMahon said
that the requests for general stuff
ing o f mailboxes has gotten out of
han d . “ I realize th a t every
organization feels th a t their
message is important, but alter
natives are needed,” he said. As a
solution, Fr. McMahon suggested
the use o f the electronic bulletin
board in Raymond Cafeteria. A
600 character input is allowed for
campus events.
Student Congress President Tim
Haxton announced that the trip to
Cape Cod has been cancelled. It
will be rescheduled for another
date. He also said that requests to
rent the Colonel’s Corner must go
through the Resident Board Presi
dent, Sue Cunningham.
Legislative Affairs chairperson,

Kevin McCarthy, announced that
approval has been given to both the
w eightlifting club and the
psychology club.
BOP President John Powers an
nounced the following events:
Steve Landesberg will appear in
Alumni Hall tomorrow; a quarter
formal planned for Friday; a road
trip to Celebrations in Boston and
a Last Resort on Saturday and the
movie “ Silkwood” at 7:00 and
10:00 on Sunday night.
Ed Caputo, the Commuter
Board chairperson, announced that
on Nov. 21 a mass, open to all, will
be said in Aquinas Chapel.
Paul Briody, OCRO chairper
son, announced that there will be
a crimewatch on Halloween night
for the neighbors. “ A good show
ing will prove to the neighbors that
the students are concerned,” he
said. Briody also announced plans
for a neighbor/student coalition
are still being formulated.
Class of 1985 President John
Colantoni commended the securi
ty personnel during the recent
Garden Cafe in ’64 Hall. He also

announced that there will be a
“ beer blast” next Wednesday and
plans for a senior night at the Rat.
The 20-week club starts Friday. To
date, it has grossed $7,000. Plans
for another Garden Cafe have been
made for Nov. 16. He also an
nounced that the Christmas semiformal will be held on Dec. 21.
Plans are not yet complete.
Class of ’86 Vice President Jerry
Coggins announced that buybacks
on JRW bids will take place this
week. Also, a “ best looking guy”
contest is in the works and anyone
can submit pictures for that.
M att Adams, class of ’87 Presi
dent, announced the sales of
flowers and carnations for JRW.
He also said that there will be a raf
fle for a week in Florida on Spring
Break.
Allyson Pittman, class o f ’88
President, said that the date for the
formation o f event committees will
soon be set. Also, a mixer for Jan.
28 has been planned. She announc
ed that the class of 1988 will be
representing Bare Necessities at the
Christmas Festival.

News Analysis:

U .S. Influence Threatened in Caribbean
by Daniel C. McCormack
Throughout the past several
years, the United States has seen its
traditional sphere o f influence, the
Caribbean basin including Central
America, infiltrated and threaten
ed by hostile forces. These rebel
movements are o f concern to the
U.S., as they threaten the stability
o f the region and in turn the securi
ty o f the U.S itself.
In addition to the unwelcome
consequences brought to the region
by this disruptive situation, it also
■ provides serious ramifications for
overall U.S. foreign policy.
America’s allies, concerned for
their own safety may look upon
Washington’s handling o f this pro
blem as a reflection of our commit
ment to the protection o f their
freedom. Therefore, the assump
tion extant in this case is that if the
U.S. cannot protect its interests at
home, its more distant friends may
have reason to suspect their con
fidence in the American protective
umbrella.
In order to deal with this situa
tion, the Reagan administration
has form ulated a com bined
m ilitary-econom ic-displom atic
policy which is designed to help its
beleaguered allies and to impede

the forces of revolutionary change.
Specifically American efforts have
been aimed at solving problems in
El Salvador and in Nicaragua.
U.S. policy in these lands cur
rently centers on supporting the
fledgling government o f Jose
Napoleon Duarte in embattled El
Salvador, and on aiding the
Nicaraguan guerillas known as the
“ Contras” in their struggle against
the Sandanista regime. Most of this
aid has been transmitted to these
forces in the form of military
assistance and monetary subsidies,
with diplomatic efforts having been
m ostly
relegated
to
the
background.
A second Reagan administration
would continue this pattern in an
almost unbroken fashion. Mr.
Reagan plans to maintain current
levels o f military and economic
assistance with the option of future
increases being left open.
Diplomatic efforts may not receive
the same sort o f emphasis, as the
White House has made such direct
aid the linchpins o f American
policy in the region.
Walter Mondale would also seek
to resolve this potentially explosive
situation, although through dif
ferent means. Acknowledging the
necessity o f maintaining a strong

American presence in the region, he
believes that future American
policy should proceed in a manner
less high-handed than that utilized
by the Reagan administration.
His policies would instead con
centrate on lessening tensions by
reducing direct American involve
ment. By following such a policy
he believes that the U.S. could
make greater gains, as this “ policy
of conciliation” would prove to the
nations concerned that we are ac
tually interested in arriving at an
equitable, diplomatically-arrived at
peace.
In addition, he claims that such
a policy would help the U.S. to
gain more respect for itself among
its allies, thus making future U.S.Central American relations more
trusting and harmonious.
A solution to the present at
mosphere of conflict within Central
America will thus be a focal point
o f w hom ever is elected in
November. The victor must at
tempt to implement a policy which
will sufficiently resolve the situa
tion while simultaneously insuring
continued American pre-eminance.
It is now left to the voter to
decide whose approach will be both
correct and successful.
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Chaplains Notes
November is a month dedicated
to love and to Thanksgiving. We
remember all o f our beloved dead
this month with our love and
prayers. We are grateful for all the
saints who pray for us with and in
the powerful love o f God. Indeed
even we share love with one
another as we come together in
prayerful thanks for all o f our
blessings.
There are several things that I
would like to remind you about as
we begin November. Once again we
will have our monthly student
faculty staff mass. We plan to have
one each first Sunday o f the
month. Since the first Sunday in
October was a holiday, we decid
ed to begin in November. Please
make an effort to come. It is im
portant for all o f us to give thanks
and to do this in the context of love
in our lives and in our world.
The student faculty staff mass
will be celebrated at 11:30 AM on
Sunday, November 4, 1984 in
Aquinas Chapel. Refreshments will
follow in Aquinas Lounge. It will
give us a chance to talk and to en
joy the presence o f each other in a
context other" than work.
November 1 is All Saints Day. In
the United States it is a Holy Day
o f Obligation. The masses in
Aquinas Chapel will be at 9:35,
10:35,11:35 AM, and in the after
noon and evening at 4:30 and 7:00
PM. For you early risers, you are
welcome to join the Dominican
community at their conventual
mass in the Priory Chapel at 7:45
AM!
November 2 is All Souls Day. It
is the day we remember our belov■ed dead and all those who have
gone on before us. We have a

custom here o f remembering all of
your deceased relatives, friends,
and benefactors at all of the masses
during the month o f November.
There will be cards available for
you to fill out in their memory.
You will find them in the faculty
lounge and lady’s lounge in
Harkins Hall, in the cafe at Alum
ni Hall, at Slavin information desk,
in Aquinas and Guzman Chapels,
or in my office in Slavin. The cards
will be placed before the altar in
Aquinas and all o f these will be
prayed for all month. There will be
a short memorial service in the Pro
vidence College cemetery at 6:30
PM followed by a procession to
Aquinas Chapel where mass will be
celebrated at 7:00 PM. All are in
vited to come and honor the
memory o f our deceased friends
and loved ones. Other masses this
day are as usual.
On Monday, November 5, the
4:30 PM mass in Aquinas chapel
will be celebrated for Joseph Di
Nunzio, the father of Dr. Mario Di
Nunzio of the History department,
who died recently. If you are able
to attend, please feel welcome to do
On November 14, we will hold
our annual Thanksgiving fast day.
We ask our resident students to
skip a meal and the money saved
is given to us by the food services
and we in turn donate it for food
for the hungry. It is our custom to
give this money locally for im
mediate distribution to several
places in the Providence area where
food is given to people every day.
We also accept donations for food
for this worthy cause. If you would
like to help, your sacrifice will go
to feed someone right away.

7 o f ih t 10 ne»l> selected JRV Core committee on the bottom row from left to right: John Monacci. Bill Creamer. Nancy
Marcaccio, Kara Ahern and in the lop row Tom Corragan. Eileen Lawley and Sue Mackie.
tl’hoto bi Brian Thomas Thornton)

★ S E IG A L , from page 1
His love for the school is ob
vious: “The ten most exciting years
o f my life,” and his knowledge of
the department is extensive, as he
has taught six different courses
throughout his career at PC.
Besides teaching, Mr. Seigle also
works in his own business. These
dual careers allow him to possess
an updated knowledge o f the
demands o f both education and
business.
In looking back, Mr. Seigle
remembers Legal Environment in
business as being one o f the most
popular business courses with the
liberal arts students. It is a course
taught by Mr. Seigle himself. “ Out
o f 170-180 students, about 38 to 40
would be liberal arts...mostly
political science and history...” But
as a result o f the introduction of
General Law, Mr. Seigle lost his
liberal arts students.
In reaction, he said, “ I miss
them, I really do, they are better
writers.” With that reflection,
Prof. Seigle went on to state, “ in
the business department we train
people, in the rest o f the college,
we educate them. ”
The idea of a well rounded
education is o f major importance
to Mr. Seigle. and he stresses the

ALL SAINTS DAY
Holy Day o f Obligation
November 1—Thursday
Masses are as follows:
9:35 a.m.
10:35 a.m.
11:35 a.m.
4:30 p.m.
7:00 p.m.

All in Aquinas Chapel.

^ ALLSOULSDAY

November 2—Friday
For remembrance of the dead.
Masses will be as usual.
9:35 a.m.
10.35 a.m.
11:35 a.m.
4:30 p.m.

fact that all business majors should
choose their electives carefully, so
as to expose themselves to some of
the “ great minds” the college has
to offer.
For the liberal arts major going
into business, he feels one course
in accounting or a non-business
'communications course 'would, be
•to their advantage.
t; ,|
The value o f business com
munications is that it “ shows the
student the difference between let
ter writing in the business world
and other writing.” Mr. Seigle did
admit that in the past, it was dif
ficult for liberal arts students to get
enrollment in these courses. But
with the upcoming restructuring of
the business administration major,
5 to 6 more basic courses will be
opened up to liberal arts majors.
In his final analysis of the liberal
arts vs. business dilemma, Mr.
Seigle had this to say: “ there are
liberal arts people all over the coun
try getting jobs with companies
without any business training at
all...the average business you go to
is going to train you.”
It is apparent Prof. Seigle favors
the liberal arts m ajor, for its abili
ty to teach the student “ how to
think and write.” Yet for these ma
jors, he sees accounting and

★ J R W , from page

1

The committee consists of: JRW
ch airm an—Bill
Cream er;
Formal—Nancy Marcaccio; Ring
design—Meagan Dinnhaupt; Bids
and Favors—Jullie Malloy; Slide
-Show—Kara Ahem; Sub. Commit-,
tee for photography and
development—Tom Corrigan;
S em i-form al—Sue
Dohm;
Entertainment—John Monacci;
Special Events—Susan Mackie;
and Publicity—Eileen Cawley.
business communications as a
possible advantage upon entering
the business world. He also went
on to mention the progress the
business administration is making
in helping a business-minded liberal
arts student.
Such progress is being ex
emplified in an “ Elective Conven
tion” being sponsored by the Bus.
Dept, on November 5 from 9-12
and 1-3 in Slavin. This convention
is open to students of all majors for
the purpose o f answering any ques
tions concerning the electives the
department is offering in the
spring. This convention may just
show you exactly what the business
department does have to offer.

Now is Your Chance

The
is Accepting
Applications for

ARTS/
ENTERTAINMENT
EDITOR

All in Aquinas Chapel

Also, there will be a special procesion from PC
cemetery to Aquinas Chapel starting at 6:30 p.m.,
followed by a Mass at 7:00 p.m.
Cards will be distributed throughout campus on
which you may write the names of the deceased
which you would like to remember and th v will be
placed on the alter of Aquinas Chapel to be remem
bered in prayer.

C

Please Send A Brief
Letter To:

The Cowl
Box 2981
Deadline: Friday, November 2nd at 2 pm
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EDITORIALS
Much Too Crowded
in Peterson Rec
Since the Fall o f 1981 Peterson Recreation Center has been the
students recreational facility. The recreation center provides us with
a track, racquetball courts, a pool, nautilus, tennis courts......the list
goes on and on. Many students and faculty take advantage o f the
recreational center provided they have an ID. Recently, over
crowdedness in Peterson has become a problem. The Cowl received
a brochure this week advertising for family membership for the center.
The pamphlet offers individual and family membership for the
academic year (Sept. 1-May 17) for 175 and 200 dollars respectively.
Full year memberships (Sept. 1-August 31) cost 250 for individuals and
300 for families. The Cowl perceives this policy as the main contribu
tion to overcrowdedness at Peterson.
When the center opened four years ago, the administration stated
it would be for the recreational use of non-varsity students. The pam
phlet issued seems to be a violation of this pledge. The Recreation
Center is for the PC community.
Afternoons provide the bulk of recreational time for students. Due
to intramurals and organized sports practices such as raquetball and
swimming however, an individual student has limited time in the pool
or raquetball courts. Because there is limited time, students, faculty,
and alumni should have priority over anyone else, outside the PC com
munity, to use their facility.
Fairfield University dealt with the problem of overcrowdedness
before it occured. Instead o f selling full year memberships to the public
they sell summer memberships from June to. August. During the
academic year only alumni, students, and faculty are admitted into
the recreational facility. Perhaps this could be a start to a solution
for the PC Rec Center.

Unfair System Hurts
Students During Mid-terms
Mid-term grades came out this
past week, and not surprisingly,
many students were disappointed
with the results. Now, of course,
there are many reasons why
students do not do well on mid
terms: too little studying; too much
drinking, etc. But there is now an
increasingly serious trend which is
threatening good grades even more.
It is the two-exam schedule that
many teachers at the college are
adopting.
The intention o f mid-term grades
is to provide an evaluation of how
a student is performing as o f a cer
tain mid-semester date. The grade
from this one exam is then
substituted in place of a full evalua
tion of a student’s progress (i.e.,
homework, quizzes, class participa
tion, etc.) during the half semester.
While having an exam during
this period may not be a problem
in itself, it becomes one when a stu
dent taking five courses has an ex
am for each within one week, not
to mention going to class, doing

homework, writing papers, or
working on class projects at the
same time. Whereas five exams in
one week is common during Finals,
one must remember that at that
time, all classes, projects, and
ex tra-curricular activities are
suspended. It is unrealistic to ex
pect a student to perform his or her
best when bogged down in the ac
tivities o f a normal school day.
Teachers must realize that simply
because there is a mid-semester
date, does not mean that an exam
must be scheduled for the week
prior to that date. If more teachers
adopted a three or four exam
schedule, there would be no need
to schedule an exam during this
one-week period. It is time to stop
taking the easy road o f basing a
mid-term grade on the grade o f a
single exam. The mid-term grade
should reflect a well-considered
evaluation of a student’s progress
during the semester as it was
originally meant to be.
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Commentary
Student Apathy Recognized Last Weekend
by Robert Mercer-Deruntz
I hope our hockey team didn’t
notice, but a small group of Wisonsin students decidedly outcheered
the PC student cheering section this
last weekend, although I am not a
hard-core hockey fan, it is still dif
ficult to accept such an apathetic
response to an important series.
Basketball season is approaching
and the question is whether or not
PC students will continue to be
apathetic. The problem o f fan sup
port should be examined.
First, are the teams responsible
for thier own poor support? I really
don’t think so. We have two highly
ranked teams, soccer and hockey,
and a very exciting and highly skill
ed Basketball team. And several of
our women’s teams are equally
good. Most o f the games are very
exciting except for a few blow-outs
which occur every so often. But
these are our classmates out there
struggling to win for PC. As for the
players, they are not isolated from
the student body like at other larger
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schools and we are able to really get
to know them.
Secondly, is the athletic board
and athletic department doing a
less than satisfactory job at pro
moting support? As far as publiciz
ing the games, the only supplier of
information is the Cowl. The last
time an important fan support pro
motion was held way back in the
fall of 1980 when a Friar Fever par
ty was scheduled for all who at
tended the game with a Friar Fever
T-Shirt on. That one game drew
one of the largest student crowds
during the past 5 years. In spite of
the hockey team’s success the past
few years, there have been many
times when Schneider Arena has
been less than a third full. When
fan support wanes, professional
sports organizations, resort so
promotions.
As for promoting our teams, the ’
athletic department is doing a poor
job. No effort was made to.
■publicize two important soccer
games—UMass and Syracuse. For
the '.'Conn game, which Was a very

important game, no buses were
made available. Many important
away basketball and hockey games
are approaching and little indica
tion has been made about the
possibility of upcoming bus trips.
Finally, are our fans really in
terested in the performance o f our
teams? The answer is up to ques
tion, but I think that most students
are interested in how the teams per
form. The problem appears to be
loyalty. Our fans are more loyal

when important games take place
than during the whole season for
each sport. I think that PC students
have been spoiled by the success of
our programs and are only in
terested in seeing crucial games.
Because our athletic programs
have been very successful and fan
support appears to be waning, a
need for better promotion exists.
See CAL’S COMMENTS, page 5

How do you feel about Peterson Rec selling
memberships to people outside the PC
community, thus creating overcrowdedness
for the PC students?
by Debbie Eagan
(Photos by Meredith Macklrt)

Pam Fleury—Class of ’88
“ Peterson is a place for us to go.
What else is there to do if you do
not belong to a team sport? I feel
Peterson should be ju st for
students.”

Bob Salvatelli—Class of ’88
“ I’ve seen a lot of non-students in
Peterson. 2:30 to 5:00 is the prime
time to go to Peterson since at night
we are studying. We can’t get any
racquetball courts. There is one
court reserved for the team, two for
faculty, and older people occupy
many of other other courts. All the
court time is being taken up. I feel
that we should definitely eliminate
some o f the people that are in
Peterson.” ,
Mario Accaoui—Class of ’85
“ Peterson should not be a public
facility. I feel Peterson Recreation
Center should only be used by peo
ple connected with PC, either
students, faculty, or alumni. There
are other recreational places that
the people can join. They shouldn’t
be allowed to join Peterson.”

"’O f. R obert L aM onH gne—
Professor Physics
“ I was not aware of the problem.
Last year. l was using the tracx and
Nautilus facilities. The Nautilus
facilities here are not any more
crowded than a commercial piace.”

-COM M ENTARYTV’s Influence On the Election
By W. Samuel Capiiano
Tuesday is the big day, friends.
The labors of the longest Presiden
tial campaign in history will bear
fruit for one o f two men (three if
you want to include Gus Hall).
What has all this Reagan/M ondale, Bush/Ferraro ranting, raving,
explaining, etc. done for us? What
has it done to them? Well, for us,
it has given a topic to argue and
battle about. Whether it is the
charisma or lack thereof in the
Presidential foes or the income tax
problems o f the tw o who are
fighting for second banana, we
have been given more exciting bar
room material than “ What sign
were you born under?”
Does the A m erican public
benefit from all this? It is indeed
difficult to tell when these fab four
are speaking from the heart or
when they are speaking to drive a
sword through their opponent’s
heart. Do we need it? Do they?
What a difference a year has
made. Or even a month. In Oc
tober o f last year, if you would
have said to me that Reagan would
look bad in a debate or that a prep
py, but rather laid back incumbent
V.P. would “ kick a little ass” , I
would have enjoyed a good laugh.

Or if you would have suggested
that the choice of a female runn
ing mate could possibly do more
harm to an already troubled
challenge than good, 1 might
possibly have showed you some
beautiful real estate at 59 Eaton St.
for sale.
These things just never go as
planned, do they? Not as simple as
it used to be either. The only way
we have come to this point and all
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o f the rest of the above is the tube.
Television has come to be so much
of the campaign, it is scary. The
fact that Barbara Walters scolds
both the Gipper and Fritz for not
agreeing on questions, or Edwin
Neuman tells the Prez he has to
stop talking. Well, it is kind of
scary.
The effect o f T.V. is quite
material. It controls, really, how
we see the candidates. It tells us
who made a good point or who
screwed up their facts today.

Congratulations ‘Godspell’
Dear Editor:
Last weekend, I was one o f the
fortunate few who comprised the
audience o f a simply wonderful
perform ance o f the musical,
“ Godspell” .
The Providence College com
munity could not have asked more
o f these special individuals, who
worked so diligently to make
“ Godspell” such a grand success.
I have only the highest regard and
adoration for each member o f the
cast and crew and I extend my

deepest thanks to each o f them for
creating such a miraculous sensa
tion to be cherished by all.
The production was filled with
constant hope, as it created a warm
feeling o f friendship between the
actors and its audience. I strongly
urge each one o f you to view this
stage spectacle and you will find,
as I have, that “ Godspell” has
done Providence College proud. I
wish you all continued success.
Lori Verderame ’87

The whistle stop tours or rallies
at labor conventions just don’t do
it anymore. What we see glaring at
us at 6:30 on the news does. We get
such great benefits as the top news
brass retelling everything that was
just said during a debate. That
word debate doesn’t hold that
much water, either as Dan Rather
cleverly points out. It really is just
a glorified double press conference.
Good or bad, who is to say. We
get to see the candidates, every
move, so it is harder to stay away
from things. It probably therefore
does give us a truer view o f these
dear people, perhaps views we
might not want to see. But, when
networks start telling results before
the polls close on the west coast, a
line should be drawn.
Television must deal with all
these goodies in a professional way,
that is its duty. The public must be
able to get a clear sense o f what is
being shown, that is their duty.
Regardless o f whose duty is what,
it has been a long, tedious cam
paign for the candidates, T.V., and
especially us interested third party
people. Let’s all make each other
happy on Tuesday and vote. That
really is the ultimate duty, isn’t it?
We would like to express our
sincere appreciation to all o f you
who contributed so greatly to mak
ing the Graduate School Informa
tion Day a successful event. We
wish to extend our special thanks
to Mark Raposa, Michael Miller
and the crew for a fine job setting
up the facilities. We also commend
the Friar’s Club for their profes
sional assistance. Our heartfelt ap
preciation also goes to Claire
Greene, the Food Services Depart
ment, the Student Aides and the
Secretaries and S taff o f the
Counseling Center. Thank you all
for your dedication and effort. •
Joann Rondeau
Kathleen Clarkin
_______________ Placement Staff

LETTER'
The Shocking H orror and
Actual Reality: ABORTION
Dear Friend of Life,
Recently, many of us saw a real
time, ultrasound (movie) o f a
10-week-old baby being aborted
presented by Dr. Bernard Nathanson at the NRLC Convention in
Kansas City. For the First 5 minutes
that we were introduced to this tiny
little girl, she was sucking her
thumb and moving about. The
ultrasound was so clear that you
could even see her face and
everyone marveled.
Then the abortion began.
For about three minutes we wat
ched in horror as the abortionist
tried to break the amniotic sac with
a metal tube. While he was jabb
ing and poking, we could see the
baby trying to get away. She kept
sucking her thumb and moving
away from the metal tube. The
baby’s heartbeat was normal at
first (120 beats per minute) but
soon raced to 220, then 240. Then

the baby opened her mouth and
Dr. Nathanson said he fully believ
ed she was screaming or crying or
both. Finally, that horrid metal
tube broke the amniotic sac and in
a matter o f minutes the baby’s
body was dismembered and suc
tioned out, all but the head, as it
was too large to go through the
tube. Metal thongs were used to
remove it. Dr. Nathanson told us
that the abortionist, once he saw
with his own eyes what he was do
ing, quit. The nurse, who helped
with the ultrasound, resigned from
her job.
You and I are locked in a strug
gle vital to the future of this entire
country. Everyday 4,000 unborn
children are killed in this surgical
holocaust; this carnage calls out to
you and me to take a stand.
Isaac Colvin
Syndicated Researcher

Cooperation Needed
Dear Editor:
Being a member o f the class of
1988, the aspect o f college life is
new to me. But 1 was fortunate
enough to have a brother who was
a member o f the class of 1980 and
now an alumni of P.C. Prior to
coming to P.C., I consulted my
brother about what the college life
at P.C. was like. He commented,
“ Academically speaking, it’s one
of the best in the northeast.”
Socially speaking, he replied, “ You
won’t find a college in the U.S. that
has nicer people. It’s like a home
away from home.” Well, from

reading the past two publishings of
the Cowl concerning the offcampus party issue, all I’ve seen is
students at the administration’s
throat and the administration at the
students’ throat.
Hey, P.C ., let’s get it together!
There is no use crying over split
milk. We made a mistake, now let’s
get our act back together. In other
words, let’s see the administration
and the students work as a team
and not as opponents!
Jim Lewis ’88

The Overemphasis o f a
‘one issue’ Election
In response to Mr. Dick Pennefather’s letter “ An Important
Issue” (17 October), I ask, “ Is this
(abortion) the only issue?” We as
Roman Catholic Christians, and
people who love and value life must
look at all the issues.
Abortion is, as Mr. Pennefather
said, “ one of the greatest evils,”
but so too is starvation in a world
where there ig more than enough
food for all; so too, is the violence
and lack of equality happening in
our homes, our country, and our
world; so too is the build up of
nuclear weapons, which we all
know, if used, will end all issues.
These are but a few o f the myriad
o f social problems existing in our
world today.

As Christians we are called to be
an “ Easter People.” As such, we
are called to proclaim—in word
and in deed—that life is worth liv
ing. If it is not, then we are called
to change things so that it is. Jesus’
most prevalent message, through
the Gospels, was to “ Repent, for
the Kingdom o f God is at hand.”
(Jn. 3.5) We are called, as Chris
tians, to bring about the Kingdom
o f God; that is, to work for peace
and justice.
If we continue to make this a
“ one issue” election, then we as
Roman Catholic Christians will not
be furthering the Kingdom o f God
on earth.
Karen A. Bachus, ’85

★ C A L ’S C O M M E N T S , from p age 4
The athletic department would do
well to stuff mailboxes with
reminders of each upcoming game
just as the BOP does for upcom
ing events. A few posters in Slavin
would also help to remind students

that their support is needed. And
more than anything else needed, I
hope that the pre-game and post
game parties can somehow come
back into existence.

All letters and commentaries
are due each Sunday by 1:00.
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COMMENTARY
Alternative to Suicide Pills
Dear Editor,
Close to a year ago the eyes of
most Americans were glued to a TV
set. On November 20, 1983 ABC
televised its famous and controverisal film The Day A fter— &
film vividly depicting the horrors of
a nuclear war. Some, no doubt,
opted not to watch it. We were,
after all, warned for weeks in ad
vance that it was not for the “ faint
hearted” . One way or another,
directly or indirectly, the vast ma
jority o f the American people were
affected by ABC’s The Day A fter
because it is a topic of dreadful
concern to all o f us. The possibili
ty of nuclear war is not science
fiction!
Just a couple of weeks ago
Brown University attracted news
media from around the nation and
the world. A referendum item on
a student government ballot w as.
concerned with whether “suicide
tablets should be stocked at
Brown’s Health Services for op
tional use in the event of a nuclear
war” . The referendum passed by a
60% majority. How serious each of
the voters was about the issue is
something known only to each of
them and God. Yet their message
was loud and clear. They are con
cerned about nuclear war. They
don’t want it to happen. One senior
at Brown writing in the October 24
issue of the Cowl said:
"Many Brown Students voted
fo r the referendum to express
theirfear and despair in a pure
ly symbolic way. Others actual
ly want Brown to stockpile the
pills because they consider the
threat o f nuclear war a very real
one. ...By stockpiling real pills
we wouldemphasize that nuclear
war is a real threat. The missiles
sure are real. ”
The student at Brown writing his
concerned letter then goes on to
ask: “ What can be done” ? What
can be done? A very good question
and one that 1 hope we are all ask
ing. I offer for your prayerful con
sideration an answer to that ques
tion. It is an answer given to us
many years ago. It is an answer
that maybe some of you have never
heaird before.
In the year 1917 on May 13,
Mary, the Mother of Our Lord
Jesus Christ and Our Mother ap
peared to three young children at
Fatima in Portugal. She appeared
on the 13th of each month follow
ing until October 13, 1917. Her
message for us, Her Children, was
“ to clean up our act” (if I may use
a colloquialism) and turn away
from sin. On October 13 she iden
tified herself as Our Lady of the
Rosary. But her message was also
a very explicit message concerning
the threatening would situation to
day. She told us that we must pray
for peace. She told us that we must
pray for the conversion of Russia.
I ask that Russia be consecrated
to my Immaculate Heart. I ask
that on the first Saturday o f
every month Communion o f
reparation be made in atone
ment for the sins' o f the world.
I f my wishes arefulfilled, Russia
will be converted and there will
be peace. I f not then Russia will

spread her errors throughout the
world bringing new wars and
persecutions o f the Church. Cer
tain nations will be annihilated...
Our Lady asked us to use as our
“ weapon” the Rosary. Pray the
Rosary; pray for the conversion of
Russia. If not Russia will be a
world threat. Words spoken by
Our Mother Mary 67 years ago. In
1917.
In 1917 if you tapped a man on
the shoulder and asked him if he
was worried about Russia as a
world threat he would have replied
“ no” . But eventually things began
to change. Eventually Russia
“ gobbled-up” more and more na
tions. Eventually Russia writes God
out of its constitution and sup
presses Religion in those nations.
E ventually Russia begins to
"spread her errors throughout the
world bringing new wars and
persecutions of the Church” .
Eventually Our Mother Mary’s
message is making a lot o f sense.
In the year 1930 after a long in
vestigative study, the Chruch
declared the apparitions at Fatima
as “ worthy o f our belief” . On Oc
tober 3!, 1942 Pope Pius XII con
secrated the world to the Im
maculate Heart of Mary and on Ju
ly 7, 1952 the same Pope con
secrated the Russian people to the
Immaculate Heart o f Mary. As
recently as May 13, 1982, our pre
sent Pope, John Paul II, went to
Fatima and on that occasion
renewed the consecration o f the
world in general and Russia in par
ticular to the Immaculate Heart of
Mary.
Pray the Rosary for the conver
sion o f Russia. Such a simple solu
tion. Maybe so simple we think
that we should have a more spec
tacular or more difficult solution.
Let’s take a look further back in
history. In the year 312 an Emperor
who did not believe in Christ was
leading his troops in battle. His
name was Constantine. It was a
time in history of great persecu
tions of the Christians, As Con
stantine approached the Milvian
Bridge near Rome he saw a vision
o f the Cross of Christ with the
words “ In hoc signo, vinces—in
THIS sign you will conquer” . Con
stantine’s life changed. He did not
immediately embrace the Christian
Religion (although no doubt he em
braced Christ in his heart) yet he
became tolerant of Christians and
in 313 he issued his “ Edict of
Milan” making posible the open
practice of Christianity. Before his
death, Constantine became a
Christian.
It may only be mere coincidence
but the present Soviet Premier’s
first name is Konstantin.
We need a new Milvian bridge.
We need it desperately and we need
it fast. And Mary, Our Mother, has
taught us how that can be a reality.
We take the threat of nuclear
war very seriously—as indeed we
should. As our senior from Brown
says “ the missiles sure are real” .
Isn’t it about time we start taking
seriously the only solution that will
Fr. John A. McMahon, O.P.

★ X -C O U N T R Y , from page 16
o f 80 winners and recording a per
sonal best of nearly two minutes
with a time o f 20:55.0. Freshman
Leslie Delano was a mere twohundreths o f a second behind
Wilson and two places behind her
as well, finishing 20th in 20:55.2.
Senior Co-Captain Adele Richie
placed 31st in 21:42, and freshman
Kris Urbanick and Wendy Breuer
finished in 35th and 37th places
with times o f 22:07 and 22:16.
In a week’s time PC’s top five
runners: Nicki Hronjak, Sue Mantam bo, Julie M orand, Cheryl
Smith, and Maureen Holder-will
travel to Penn State to comoete in

the NCAA Eastern Qualifying
Meet. Congratulations and ap
preciation are in order for co
captain Adele Ritchie over the past
four years. Last Saturday’s race
marked Ritchie’s last one at PC.
Congratulations on a job well
done.

★ So

ccer

, from page 16

day’s performance against UConn,
it certainly looks as if Providence
could play “ any team, any time.”
Editor’s Note: On Saturday
evening, the Friars dueled to a 0-0
tie against the BU Terriers. PC now
stands at 11- 1- 1.

Students and
the Election
By Ralph Nader
The question for millions o f col
lege students is whether they plan
to spend several special hours, as
they would for an average mid
term exam, studying the records of
th e Presidential candidates before
the election on November 6. They
need to do this if they want to cast
their b allo t on facts and
judgements, rather than on the
polticians’ persuasive images, sym
bols, and rhetoric.
Let’s look at the record, as
Roosevelt advisor Jim Farley used
1. President Reagan went after
the federal education budget (now
a mere 6.5% o f the military
budget) with a cleaver in 1981 and
1982. Over one million students
would not be in college, if Congress
had agreed to all the cuts. In 1982,
student aid would have been slash
ed by 60%. Due in part to student
lobbies, Congress held his reduc
tions to 20% in constant dollars
from the 1980 level. But wait until
next year if he is re-elected.
2. Apart from the rising student
debt, the booming national debt
will burden especially the younger
generation. Mr. Reagan has taken
the $930 billion debt he inherited
from all past Administrations and
driven it up to $1.6 trillion. The
non-partisan Congressional Budget
Office predicts that, given present
government economic policies, the
debt at the end o f a Reagan second
term (January 1989) will reach a
staggering $3.1 trillion. That means
32 cents o f every tax dollar you
send to Washington then will go
just to pay the interest on the debt.
Reagan got about the budget size
he wanted from Congress; he
vetoed no major spending bill. You
will pay for these deficits in many
ways.
3. Students are known to want
a healthy environment. In the Six
ties and early Seventies, many
students were up front fighting for
the enactment o f laws designed to
reduce the pollution o f air, water,
and soil. More recently, students
have opposed nuclear power and
backed solar energy and energy ef
ficiencies. President Reagan chose
de-regulation here, cutting back
law enforcement, budgets, and
research dram atically in en
vironmental programs. He poured
subsidies into nuclear power, prop
ping up a costly technology that is
raising electricity rates sharply, and
has shredded the solar and energy
conservation programs. Pollution

★ H O C K E Y , from p age 16
Working hard in the corner. Army
somehow got a pass o ff to
Yeomelakis in front o f the net and
the game was history.
“ I saw Tim in the corner and set
up to the right o f the net,’’said
Yeomelakis, who was second in
scoring (7 points) going into the
game. “ I was yelling at the top of
my lungs, and when I got the pass,
I didn’t wait. I saw the ref raise his
hand, the light go on, and that was
The second game of the weekend
series saw the Friars jump out to
a quick 1-0 lead; but an agressive
Wisconsin team coupled with a
banged up Friar defense proved to
be more than enough, as the
Badgers handed PC its second loss
of the season, 5-2.
Injuries to Peter Taglianetti and
Shawn Whitman, mainstays of the
Friar defense and power play,
proved to be crucial in a game that
saw 73 minutes worth o f penalties.
“ Taglianetti injured his back
during warm-ups and Whitman
wasn’t playing at full stregnth.
That left us with four healthy
defensemen for the rest of the

Time
to Decide Future
By Robert Vacca
“ The future is now.” How many
times have we heard power driven
politicians yell that phrase out to
the populace? The truth o f the mat
ter is, that here in 1984, the future
is now. The 1984 Presidential Elec
tion is indeed a crucial one; crucial
for men, women, and those
children that we may bring into the
world.
As we decide in November who
will run this country for the next
four years, we are asked to
remember the turbulent times we
live in. The Middle East is a
political hotbed where American
lives have been lost with no gain.
The United States and U.S.S.R.
have yet to be brought together to
peacefully decide on an alternative
to the runaway nuclear arms race.
This can be done, and we are very
much of the process,
is just not an economic waste; it
causes cancer, birth defects, em
physema, and other diseases.
4. President Reagan is building
a government of the Exxons, by the
General Motors, and for the
Duponts. He supports corporate
subsidies and bailouts, like Walter
Mondale, but he also believes in
weak antitrust laws, rejects proper
enforcement o f the auto, food,
drug, product safety, and worker
health laws, and is withering away
the corporate income tax, thus shif
ting more burdens to less wealthy
individuals. For all the ballyhoo
about econom ic recovery,
unemployment under Reagan has
averaged 2% higher than under
Carter.
5. The great issue o f war and
peace rests precariously on the
superpowers’ cliffs. Six Presidents
before Reagan have negotiated
arms control agreements with the
Soviet Union. Ronald Reagan has
not, nor is he even close to
agreements with the Soviets on the
two matters o f common interest:
curbing the proliferation o f nuclear
weapons to other countries and
reducing the risk o f accidental
release o f nuclear weapons. While
he avoids responsibility for massive
Pentagon contracting waste, and
continues to believe that nuclear
weapons, once released, “ can be
recalled,” the nuclear clock is tick
ing away.
It is time to turn off the one
minute television ads o f both par
ties and put on the old thinking
cap. On November 6th, your hoice
should be an informed decision,
not one made on a hunch or an
image.
game,” said Friar coach Steve Stirl
ing. “ It just wasn’t enough.”
Although the injuries would pro
ve costly, the game started o ff well
for the Friars. Twenty seconds in
to the first, period, 'Steve Rooney
took a Tim Army pass, and from
just inside the Badger blue line,
beat Gary Baxter to give the Friars
a 1-0 lead.
That lead was short-lived.
Wisconsin answered the Friars with
a power play goal by Scott Mellanby at 11:21, and the first period
ended tied at one.
Wisconsin went ahead for good
in the second period when Pat Ford
and Tony Granato scored within
five minutes o f each other to put
the Badgers up 3-1.
“ We were tired out there
tonight,” said Friar captain Tim
Army. “ We just didn’t play
consistently.”
Wisconsin played consistent and
aggressive hockey, and the more
physical the game became, the
more the Friars missed Taglianetti.
“ The kind o f penalties that were
being called were the ones you find
in pee-wee games. They called a lot
of holdings and high-sticks, but the

Unless you have been abroad in
Antartica for the past six months,
then you know Walter Mondale
will challenge the incumbent
Ronald Reagan. O f course, the two
men differ on platform issues.
Republicans reject any tax increase
and would work to balance the
budget; w hich would be a
monumental task in itself. They fail
to mention, however, any specific
cuts. The Democrats say they can
raise revenue by increasing the tax
base, elim inating unspecified
loopholes for the rich, and by in
itiating a fifteen percent minimum
corporate tax.
More importantly is the foreign
policy issue. Mr. Reagan would
continue sending aid to El Salvador
as well as to the Contras in
Nicaragua. Mr. Mondale would
end aid to the Contras as well as at
tempt to avoid another Viet nam in
El Salavador. Mr. Reagan opposes
a nuclear freeze with the Soviet
Union. President Reagan is the first
President since 1950 that has fail
ed to meet the head o f state o f the
Soviet Union. Mr. Mondale calls
for a m utual freeze on testing and
deployment with the Soviet Union.
As 1984 comes to an end, the
United States will still be without
an Equal Rights Amendment. The
Democrats consider ratification of
th e ERA “ one o f the top
priorities” . They support equal pay
and equal worth o f the opposite
sexes. The Republicans, on the
other hand, maintain the Medieval
attitude that the sexes are not equal
and men are o f higher worth.
Ronald Reagan has said that he
has restored pride in America. The
fact is, American pride was never
lacking. Mr. Reagan became Presi
dent because o f this pride.
Americans voted him in as a
response to the inadequacies o f the
previous administration. Our pride
is called upon again to correct the
inadequacies in our society; the
elderly being depleted of medical
benefits, the middle class being
over taxed, boys in foreign lands
dying for no concrete reason and
watching the rich get richer and the
poor get poorer.
We have the power to change
this on election day through our
democratic process; the vote. The
purpose of this article is not to tell
you who to vote for, it’s to advise
you that your vote is crucial. Do
not vote haphazardly but rather
conscientiously. As you decide on
your vote, look into the future; it’s
in your hands.
major stuff wasn’t being called,”
said Stirling.
Another power play goal by
Wisconsin, in the first minute of
the third period, gave the Badgers i
a 4-1 edge; but the Friars didn’t
quit.
Jim Robbins scored at 10:04 of
the third period to pull the Friars
within two, but an open net goal
with 1:56 remaining iced the
Badger victory.
“ The team showed a lot of
character coming back Friday
night, and in the third period Satur
day night. We could’ve died at 4-1,
but we would’ve never come
back,” said Stirling.
Was Stirling happy with a split?
“ When you win Friday night of
course you want to sweep, but we
have to take it. Remember it’s a
long season.”
E d ito r' N o te: B oth Peter
Taglid'u lti and Shawn Whitham
will be playing in tonight's game
against the University o f Lowell.
Taglianetti (bruised back) and
Whitham (bruised shoulder) were
injured during last Friday’s battle
against the Wisconsin Badgers. .
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BOP NEWS
★ Coffeehouse ★

LAST CHANCE

at
The Last Resort

STEVE LANDESBERG
November 1 at 8:00 p.m .
Alumni Hall
Tickets on Sale Now at B .O .P. Office

Nacho Night’’
with guitarist

Special events presents . ...

Dan McCarthy

1/4 Formal

Tuesday, N ov. 6th
9:00-12:00

November 2—9-1 p.m.
DJ Entertainment • Munchies • Refreshments

a a Watch for Details

Films presents. ...
November 4
Sunday
7:00 & 10:00
’64 Hall
$1.00 adm.

■

“ NEW AND
FRESH AND
MURDEROUSLY
FUNNY...”

November 8
Thursday
8:00 & 10:00
’64 Hall
$1.00 adm.

Ikfaitlijufft)
iP G k a .

Travel presents....
A Trip to Boston’s

“ CELEBRATIONS”

Saturday, Nov. 3rd

Dancing—Bar
Saturday, November 3

9:00-1:00 a.m.
Proper I.D . Required

Tickets $6.00($3.00 bus, $3.00 adm.)

Admission $4.00
with

All ages welcome

D.J.
Tickets on sale in B.O .P. Office Thursday 2-4,
Friday 10:30-4 and Saturday 1-3

No Tickets Sold at Door

D on’t Miss It!
i c-fc.il I f £ . *Eilil3d :c

Buses leave Slavin at 7:30 pm
.

I f ! 3.1< {]
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ARTS/
Tull: Unique Sound
by Christine McQuade

THE SCHEMERS will play al The Living Room on Sunday, November 6 with Rash of Stabbings and MX.

Jethro Tull is not exactly the
usual rock-n-roll band, perhaps
because o f Ian Hunter’s rather
unusual rock style. This group,
originally from England, perform
ed at the Providence Civic Center,
on Saturday, October 27. They
were welcomed by an enthusiastic
audience that nearly filled the
house.
Ian Hunter, lead singer for
Jethro Tull, is a multi-talented per
former. He writes many dramatic
songs with meaningful lyrics and
intriguing rhythms. He plays guitar
and sings, but he is probably most
remembered for his style and
finesse as a flautist. With his flute,
Hunter adds a unique quality to his
music. While listening to the group
and Hunter’s flute solos, one might
feel that much o f the sound is
derived from the classical style.
The combined talents o f the five

member group provided for a very
entertaining evening. Although the
group has been performing and
recording for over 15 years, their
music is still popular, even among
the younger crowd. Jethro Tull’s
sound and style has successfully
survived the years as they continue
to attract new fans and captivate
their audience.
To close the show, Jethro Tull
performed the well known song
called “ Aqua Lung.” This was
clearly the crowd’s favorite as they
cheered and applauded tirelessly,
coaxing the group to an encore.
The fans’ reaction to this final
display o f musical talent, entitled
“ Too Old for Rock-n-Roll,” was
an obvious indication that Jethro
Tull is definitely not too old for
rock-n-roll, but rather a lively,
energetic, unique, and quite
popular group o f performers.

What’s Happening Around Town
ART EXHIBITS
Alart-East Gallery, 725 Hope St.,
Providence. Works by Moser,
McKnight, McCollum, Heyman,
Hare, and Farago. Hours: Mon.Fri. 10:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. Sat.
10:00 a.m .-4:00 p.m.
Bell Gallery, List Art Center,
Brown University, Providence.
T hrough N ov. [ — “ Hanging
O ut,” stereographic prints from
the collection o f Samuel Wagstaff,
at the J. Paul Getty Museum.
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 11:00 a.m .-4:00
p.m. 863-2421.
Hunt-Cavanagh Art Gallery, Hux
ley Avenue, lower campus, PC.
Through Nov. 2—Paintings and
works on paper by Stephen
Mascena. Hours: Mon.-Thur. 9:30
a.m .-4:30 p.m. and 6:30 p.m .-9:00
p.m., Fri. 9:30 a.m .-4:00 p.m.,
Sun. 1:00 p.m .-4:00 p.m.
Museum of Art, Rhode Island
School o f Design, 224 Benefit St.,
Providence. Current—“ Works by
Visiting Sculptor Tokuo Tezuka”

(through Nov. 1); “ RISD Faculty
Show” (through Nov. 25); “ The
Albert Pilavin Collection of 20th
Century American A rt” (through
Dec. 16); “ Weaving Traditions of
Southeast Asia” (through Jan. 20).
Hours: Tues., Wed., Fri., and Sat.
10:30 a.m .-5:00 p.m., Thur. 1:00
p .m .-9:00 p .m ., Sun. 2:00
p.m .-5:00 p.m.
Rhode Island W atercolor Society,
The Boat House, Slater Park,
Pawtucket. Oct. 28 through Nov.
16—W orks by Inez C arroll,
Rosalie Gagnon, Martha Guillette
and Jacqueline Roy.
Roger Williams Park Museum of
N atural H istory, Providence.
Current—“ The Art of the Pa
Ndau,” needlework o f the Hmong
(through Nov. 4); Wood carvings
by Antonio Brum (through midNov.); and “ The End o f a Line:
Primo Landi, Ornamental Ar
chitect.” Hours: Tues.-Fri. 10:00
a.m .-4:30 p.m ., Sat. and Sun.
noon-5:00 p.m.

a uniq ue
o p p o rtu n ity
for
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The toughest job
you’ll ever love

Science
(Majors/Minors)
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lor growth is certain.

NOVEMBER 7, SLAVIN HALL
9-3:00,.senior interviews,
Counseling & Career Plan.
3:30, film & information in
Pm. 203.
Call 865-2305.

Sarah Doyle Gallery, 185 Meeting
St., Providence. Through Nov.
11—Prints by Lee Bergwall and
Douglas Bell. Hours: Mon.-Thur.
10:00 a.m .-10:00 p.m ., Fri. 10:00
a.m.-4:00 p.m., Sat. noon-3:00 p.m.
Solomon-Hatch Gallery, 118 North
Main St., Providence. Through
Nov. 10—“ Synthetic Construc
tivism,” works by David Brisson,
Harriet Brisson, Curtis La Follette,
Joan Mobarry, Roger Noble, John
Strickland, Judith Sugarman, and
Blair Tate. Hours: Tues.-Fri.
noon-5:00 p.m ., Sat. noon-4:00
p.m. or by appointment.
Three For All Gallery, the Arcade,
downtown Providence. Through
Nov.—“ Masterplan o f the Roger
Williams Park Commission.”
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 10:00 a.m .-5:00
p.m.

ON STAGE
Godspell, Blackfriars Theatre, Pro
vidence College. Curtain: Fri. and
Sat. 8:00 p.m., Sun. 2:00 p.m.
Through Nov. 11. Students: $2.
865-2327.
Night Voices, presented by the Art
Ship Project, at the University of
Rhode Island Extension, 199 Pro
menade St., Providence. 831-5640.
Curtain: Fri. and Sat. 7:00 p.m.,
Sun. 3:00 p.m. and 7:00 p.m.
Students: $5 through Nov. 4.
Ricardo Pitts- Wily, best known as
an actor with Trinity Square Reper
tory Company, writes and directs
this play.
Passion Play, through Nov. 18 in
the downstairs theatre at Trinity
Square Repertory Company, 201
W ashington S t., Providence.
351-4242. Curtain: Tues.-Fri. 8:00
p.m., Sun. 2:00p.m. and 8:00 p.m.
Terra Nova, through Nov. 4 in the
upstairs theatre at Trinity Rep.
Curtain: Tues.-Fri. 8:00 p.m., Sun.
2:00 p.m. and 8:00 p.m.
•Call Fr. McPhail’s office on Mon.
or Tues. regarding 50 cent tickets
to Trinity Rep.

ON SCREEN
Avon Repertory Cinema, 260
Thayer St., Providence. 421-3315.
Brown University Film Society,
Brown University. 863-3178 or
863-2191.
Castle Theater, 1029 Chalkstone
Ave., Providence. 831-2555.
Ghost Busters—7:00, 9:20
Karate Kid—7:00, 9:20
Matinees—Sat. and Sun.—1:00,
3:20. Wed.— 1:00
Lincoln Mall Cinema, Rt. 116, Lin
coln. 333-2130.
Thief o f Hearts—1:05, 3:10,

5:10, 7:25, 9:35
Terror in the Aisle—1:00, 3:00,
5:05, 7:15, 9:20
Irre c o n c ila b le
Differences— 1:00, 3:10, 5:20,
7:35, 9:45
Give My Regards to Broad
Street—1:15, 3:40, 7:05, 9:25
Admission $2 for matinees
before 6 p.m ., Mon.-Sat., Sun. and
holidays—first show only
Showcase Cinema, Seekonk, MA
336-6020.
American Dreamer—1:15,7:20,
9:45, 11:45
Razor’s Edge— 10:50 p.m. only
Terminator— 1:05, 7:35, 9:55,
11:55
Places in the Heart—1:35, 7:00,
9:05
Little Drummer Girl— 1:30,
7:15, 9:50, 12:10
Body Double—1:00, 7:30, 9:50,
11:50
First Born—1:20, 7:25, 9:40,
11:40
Teachers—1:10, 7:40, 10:00,
12:00

Admission $2.50 for first show
only
Admission $4.50 for all other
shows
Warwick Mall Cinema, Warwick.
738-9070.
Give My Regards to Broad
St.—1:15, 3:40, 7:05, 9:25
Country—1:00, 3:10, 5:20, 7:30,
9:40
Thief o f Hearts—1:05, 3:10,
5:10, 7:25, 9:35
Admission $2 for first show on
ly Mon.-Sat.
Admission $4 all other shows.
•All shows subject to change.

NIGHTLIFE
by Christine McQuade
Alias Smith and Jones, 50 Main
St., East Greenwich. 884-0756.
Wed., Oct. 31—Delta Rockers
Fri., Nov. 2—Poor Boy
Sat., Nov. 3—2nd Avenue
Frat House, 1522 Smith St., North
Providence. 353-9790.
Wed., Oct. 31—The Heat
Thur.-Sat., Nov. 1-3—Strut
Sun., Nov. 4—The Probers
Mon., Nov. 5—The Name
Tues., Nov. 6—Tantrum
Wed., Nov. 7—The Heat
G. Flagg’s, 3172 Pawtucket Ave.,
Providence. 433-1258.
Gillary's, 198 Thames St., Bristol.
253-2012.
G ulliver’s,
F arnum
Pike,
Smithfield. 231-9898.
Wed., Oct. 31—The Name
Thur.-Sat., Nov. 1-3—The Buzz
Sun., Nov. 4—2nd Avenue
Mon., Nov. 5—Fallen Angel
Tues., Nov. 6—Strut
Wed., Nov. 7—The Name

J.R .’s Fastlane, Washington St.,
Providence. 273-6771.
Wed., Oct. 31—Strut
Thur.-Sat., Nov. 1-3—Fallen
Angel
Sun., Nov. 4—Touch
Tues., Nov. 6—The Probers
Wed., Nov. 7—Strut
K irby’s, R t. 7, Sm ithfield.
231-0230.
Every Wed. and Thur.—D.J.
from 9 p.m .-12 a.m.
Every Fri. and Sat.—D.J. from
9 p.m .-l a.m.
Last Call Saloon, 15 Elbow St.,
Providence. 421-7170.
W ed., O ct. 31—H anging
Woman Creek
Thur., Nov. 1—James Cotton
Blues Band
Fri., Nov. 2—Next Exit, Close to
the Bone
Sat., Nov. 3—H eart Fixers
Sun., Nov. 4—The Falcons
Mon., Nov. 5—Stovall Brown
Band
Tues., Nov. 6—Koko Taylor
Wed., Nov. 7—Cool Chassis
with Maynard Silva
The Living Room, 273 Promenade
St., Providence. 521-2520.
Wed., Oct. 31—Rash ‘o f Stab
bings, Mumbling Skulls
Thur., Nov. 1—Lou Miami and
the Cosmetics, Volga, Yuhboys
Fri., Nov. 2—John Cale, It Play,
Dump Truck
Sat., Nov. 3—Juluka (from
Africa), Blind Dates
Sun., Nov. 4—Record release
party for MX featuring The
Schemers, and Rash o f Stabbings
Tues., Nov. 6—TSOL (True
Sounds o f Liberty), Verbal assault
(all ages hard core show)
Wed., Nov. 7—Gill Scott Heron
Lupo’s, 277 Westminster St., Pro
vidence. 351-7927.
Muldoon’s Saloon, 250 S. Water
St., Providence. 331-7523.
T h u r.-S a t., Nov. 1-3 —
Casterbridge Union
Sun., Nov. 4—Kevin Farley
Mon., Nov. 5—Opened
Tues., Nov. 6—John Lowbridge
Wed., Nov. 7—Mason’s Apron
Periwinkle’s, the Arcade, Pro
vidence. 274-0170
Every Wed. and Sun.—Frank
Santos, hypnotist. Showtime—8
p.m. and 10 p.m.
Every Thur.—Open Mike Night
(am ateur an d professional
comedians)
Every Fri. and Sat.—Comedy
Review. Showtime—9 p.m. and 10
p.m.
Every Tues.—Talent Search
Review/Contest.(contestants must
apply at least one week in advance.)
Finals are held Dec. 4—winner will
win a trip to Bermuda!—For more
information call 274-0170.
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ENTERTAINMENT
Ballet at RIC:
Giselle Enchants Audience
by Lauren Ablondi
The curtain was slowly raised
and my magical evening began. Fri
day, October 26th, was the open
ing night for the State Ballet of
Rhode Island’s performance of
Giselle. The classical ballet com
pany is in their 25th season. Giselle
was performed under the artistic
direction of Herci Marsden. Best
known as a dancer, the leading
roles for which Herci Marsden is
most celebrated are “ Giselle”
(Giselle) and the ch aracter
“ Swanilda” (Coppelia) for which
critic Edwin Safford described her
portrayal as “ saucy, knowingly
comedic and as com plete a
characterization as you will find.”
Giselle, by Theophite Gautier, is
a romantic ballet in tw o acts, bas
ed on a theme o f Heinrich Hein.
The ballet begins as Giselle, a
village maiden, and Albrecht, a
prince in disguise, meet and fall in
love. Hilarion, also in love with
Giselle, is suspicious of Albrecht
and watches for a chance to expose
him.
It is grape harvesting time and

the Duke o f Courtland and his
daughter, Bathilde arrive. Giselle
learns o f Bathildes engagedment
and says she is also engaged.
Hilarion who had been waiting to
expose the prince does so with
everyone present. Giselle realizes
Albrecht has betrayed her and tries
to kill herself with his sword. The
prince grabs the sword, but Giselle
goes mad and falls dead.
The Wilis (maidens who have
died before marriage) dance in the
night and lure young men to dance
until they die o f exhaustion. The
Queen of the Wilis orders Giselle
to entice the prince to dance. Each
time Albrecht collapses, Giselle
sustains him until dawn when the
Wilis must return to their tombs.
Giselle returns to her grave and
Albrecht mourns over his loss.
The performance was enchan
ting. The character protrayals were
exquisite, and the theme was easi
ly followed.
Over all, Giselle was very roman
tic, and it leaves its touch of
sadness on your heart.

unu uirecior narry Marshall make uodspella success.
(Photo by Brian Thornton.)

Intimacy Fostered Between Audience
and Subject in P C ’s Godspell
by Rosemary Cipolla
“The church has become so dour
and pessimistic. It has to reclaim
joy and hope. I see Godspell as a
celebration of life,” said John

Barbara Orson and Richard Kavanagh star in Trinity Rep’s Passion Play by Peter Nichols.
(Photo by Ron Manville)

Michael Tebelak, the 22 year old
author o f Godspell. Tebelak wrote
this play after attending a mass in
which “ the people seemed bored,
and the clergyman seemed to be
hurrying to get it over with.” He
attempted to create a revitalization
of religion by portraying it in
modern terms.
The rendition o f Godspell by
students from Providence College
and directed by Barry Marshall
was a fulfilling experience which
brought the audience closer to the
real meaning of religion. Jesus was
performed by James Colvin who
professionally enacted the spirit of
our Lord. Marie DeMaio portrayed
a vibrant part in this play as well
as Joseph Mecca and Edward
Deasy. The whole performance in
cluding the music and the dancing,
depicted a beautiful presentation of
Godspell.
Godspell is based on the Gospel
o f St. Matthew although there is
some borrowing from St. Luke and
St. John, and is a play which closes
the cultural gap between subject
and audience. The actors and ac
tresses in the play foster an in
timacy, and a sense of community
with the audience. Many speeches
are directed to the audience and

gestures throughout emphasize fur
ther this communal feeling. During
intermission this feeling is shown
when the actors and actresses invite
the audience onto the stage to drink
some juice.
The general purpose o f Godspell
is to teach elders how to enjoy
themselves while they are learning
the basic truths o f religion. It pro
ves that drama from Biblical texts
can be lively and exciting.
In recent years the church has
taken steps to de-emphasize the sta
tions o f the cross. Godspell makes
it possible to transfer this former
strict belief into modern thought.
Godspell also shows the despair of
a spiritually decadent society. Peo
ple lose the essence o f religion in
their lives, and tend to focus on the
material aspect o f society instead of
the religious.
In Godspell Christ is one of us.
It follows the Gospel o f St. Mat
thew up until the crucifixion of
Christ. Society does not know how
to react to His death but society is
together in feeling and is not over
whelmed by the futility o f this
death. Godspell, although il
lustrating the limits of our society,
does proclaim for our generation
some measure o f this Good News.

T h is u n iq u e
c o lle g e c a m p u s
is lim ite d to o n ly
5 0 0 s tu d e n ts ...

Passion Play is a Hit: Adrian Hall
Proves He is a Great Director
by Christine McQuade
Passion Play by Peter Nichols
played to a full house at Trinity
Square Repertory Company on Oc
tober 16. Best known for A Day in
the Death o f Joe Egg (1967) and
The National Health (1969), both
winners o f the Evening Standard
Best Play Award, Nichols has writ
ten some twenty plays and is one
o f England’s most celebrated
playwrights.
Directed by Adrian Hall, Pas
sion Play is emotional, exploring
adultery in the contemporary mar
riage. While watching the twentyfive year marriage o f James and
Eleanor deteriorate under the strain
of James’ affair, the audience
comes to an aw areness of
vulnerability and alienation present
in many marriages today. Passion
Play confronts more than just the
love triangle; this play addresses the
sacrifices and rewards o f love and
.the marriage commitment.
Richard Kneeland and Anne

Gerety play the middle-aged James
and Eleanor in a controlled yet in
spiring manner. Through the use of
tw o oth er actors ( R ichard
Kavanaugh and Barbara Orson)
playing the alter egos of James and
Eleanor, Nichols effectively reveals
the incredible complexity o f human1
response to experience.
The best performance o f the
evening was given by Richard
Kavanaugh as James’ alter ego.
K avanaugh was relaxed in
character and comfortable on
stage. His character is witty, and
Kavanaugh delivered his lines with
perfect timing and great ease. This

character provides many grimly
humorous moments. Becca Lish
plays
Kate,
th e
saucy
homewrecker. Lish successfully
brought life to this young, vibrant,
energetic character.
In order to involve the audience
in the experience, the company
places seats on the border of the set
so close one can reach out and
touch the actors.
In short, Passion Play is in
sightful and moving. The fine per
formances, the unique seating, and
the use o f alter egos make Passion
Play one o f the best plays I have

...m a y b e
y o u ’ll b e o n e !
Study around the world, visiting Japan, Korea, Taiwan,
Hong Kong, Sri Lanka, India, Egypt, Turkey, G reece and
Spain.
Choose from 60 voyage-related courses to earn 12-15
transferable hours of credit from the University of Pittsburgh.
Develop an awareness of our relationship with other
countries and a first-hand understanding of world issues.
Semester at Sea admits students without regard to color,
race or creed.

All This Can Be Yours
Apply Now For

ARTS/ENTERTAINMENT
EDITOR
C/O The Cowl—Box 2981
Deadline: Friday, November 2—2:00 p.m.

For details, write or call:
SEMESTER AT SEA

(800) 854-0195
t o ll - f r e e

Institute for Shipboard Education
University of Pittsburgh
2E Forbes Quadrangle • Pittsburgh, PA 15260
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FEATURES
Dottie Weyers: From Geneva to PC
by Anne D’Andrea
Dottie Weyers is a freshman here
at PC. However, she is not your
typical freshman who has lived her
whole life in Massachusetts or Con
necticut. Dottie comes to PC from
Geneva, Switzerland. The Cowl
was able to speak with her this
week about her life at home and
her new life here in this state and
at PC.
Q: Dottie, could you tell me about
your background?
A: I was born in Bonn, Germany
and moved to Geneva when I was
four. 1went to a public school there
and learned French because that’s
what they spoke in school.
At 12, my family and I moved
to Sri Lanka, an island in the In
dian Ocean where we lived for a
few years, and then we moved back
to Geneva where I enrolled in an
international school. I started in the
English section o f the school, but
switched to the American section.
The reason I’ve moved around
so much is because my father
works for a division o f the United
Nations’ Development Program.
Q: What made you come to PC?
A: Well, when you go to an inter
national school, you assume that
you are going to an American
college.
I picked PC because my director
spoke highly of it, and I wanted to
go to a school on the east coast. I
applied to PC and was accepted,
and here am!!
Q: Dottie, are you very homesick
being this far from home and
knowing that you probably will not
be going home until Christmas
vacation or even May?
A: I’m not really homesick too

much. I miss my hometown of
Geneva and my parents; but I’ve
been brought up to be very in
dependent so the distance has been
easier to deal with because o f this
independent nature.
My boyfriend goes to MIT so
that’s like having a “ little piece of
home” not too far away, which is
really comforting!
Q: Could you tell us the biggest ad
justment you had to make here at
PC?
A: My biggest adjustment here has
been the food. It’s TERRIBLE!
When I don’t eat at the cafe, I’ll
get a sub or a hamburger or a piz
za, and I’m getting sick o f those,
too!
I would really like some cheese
fondue, some German sausage, or
some crepes or croissants!
American’s also seem to drink a
lot of soda and soft drinks, and I
prefer juice. Juice is big in Europe.
I wish the cafe would serve juice
more often than just at breakfast.
It also seems that more people
are as much concerned with the ■
context of their foods here. There
seems to be more chemical and ad
ditives here in food, which just
wouldn’t sell at home.
Q: Are there differences in the ap
proach to education between PC
and the universities in Europe?
A: I feel my classes are easier here
than at home-that’s one difference
for me!
Concerning terms o f approach,
it seems there is more o f a “ per
sonal touch” here at PC. The
teachers don’t view you as just a
number like in the overcrowded
classes in the European universities.
Teachers seem very willing to
help here and very understanding.

The teachers in Europe just teach
and lecture, they aren’t really in
volved with their students like at
PC.
Q: Is there a difference in “ verbal
attitude" between European peo
ple and American people?
A: In Europe, people don’t seem
to communicate as much. If some
one just walked up to you in
Switzerland and said ‘ H i” , you
would think he/she was crazy!
Europeans are much more
reserved and move slowly into rela
tionships. Once you make friends,
they are forever because ,of this
“ longer process” : It-doesn’t seem
quite like that here. People .are
more “ casual” .
Q: Dottie, could you comment on
the changes, if any, in your social
life?
A: My social life here has been fun,
but very different from home. In
Geneva, when we went out, we got
dressed up and went out dancing to
discos and nightclubs or went to
shows.
I’m not used to the tight restric
tions concerning the drinking age
because now I can’t go to discos or
nightclubs.
At home, the drinking age is 18,
but it is not even enforced. A seven
year old could-walk into a liquor
store and buy a bottle o f wine!
So, I’ve been going to parties
and sporting events and going
places with my boyfriend in
Boston. It’s a different kind o f fun!
Q: Dottie, you mentioned your
aversion for the 21 drinking age.
Do you have the same problems at
the universities at home that we
have at PC concerning drinking?
Or is there a totally different at
titude tow ards drinking and
alcohol in Europe?
A: We do not have a drinking pro-

Freshman Dottle Weyers, born in Bonn, Germany, comes to PC all the way from
Geneva Switzerland.
(Photo b y Brian Thornton)

blem in our universities because
they don’t hay^ cam puses. Plus,
they are mostly concerned with
education not with social affairs.
At home, there is beer and/or
wine on the table with lunch and
dinner. It is a part o f the meal, but
it is there to quench your thirst, not
to get drunk on.
Since most Europeans grow up
with this attitude concerning
alcohol, there is no problem with
“ alcohol abuse” like here at PC.
Aiso, there are no restrictions con
cerning alcohol like at PC and
other U.S. schools, clubs, bars, etc.
I ’m not saying that people at
home don’t occasionally get drunk,
but the overall attitude is different!
It seems that most people my age
won’t go out to “ get drunk” like
here. They will have a drink or two,
because they are thirsty or because
they simply like the taste, not
necessarily to get trashed!
It is obvious that Dottie has

made quite a smooth adjustment to
life in the United States and here
at P.C.. This is because o f her open
mind and positive attitude towards
change.
As she said, “ Although I’ve
compared here and home for you
in this interview, I have learned not
to compare. You just have to ac
cept the differences and make the
adjustments if you want to benefit
from an experience such as this one
given to me.
If you concentrate on the way
things are at home and aren’t here
you won’t get anywhere and will be
very homesick. You will miss out
on a super learning experience,
which is a real pity. I’m not doing
that.
I really like it here and plan to
graduate in 4 years!! I’m really
happy to be here.”
Well, Dottie, PC is glad to have
such a versatile member here in our
community! Good luck!

B O P ’s Last Resort:

More Than Just A Last Resort
are “ Last Resorts,” where legal PC

Sophomore Bob Jordan sings some soft rock for listeners at The Last Resort.
(Photo by Brian Thornton)

BRING THIS AD INTO OUR
GLEMBY HAIR SALON FOR...

by Joe Maruszczak
From Tuesday night C o f
feehouses to Saturday night
“ Hawaiian Nite,” the Last Resort
is beating boredom for many PC
students. The Board o f Program
mers organized hall will host many
student socials, both alcoholic and
non-alcoholic alike.
The Last Resort came into ex
istence five years ago when “The
Wooden Navel” (presently the Col
onel’s Corner) became too small
for many o f the functions spon

sored by the BOP. The nurses’
cafeteria from the former Chapin
Hospital was renovated and the
Last Resort came into being. Ac
cording to manager Greg Hubbard,
it has been getting better ever since.
Every Tuesday night there is a
coffeehouse in the Last Resort and
entertainment is usually provided
by a student act. The coffeehouses
often have a special theme. For ex
ample, in the beginning o f the year
there was an ice cream night; last
week was donuts and cider night.
Often on Saturday nights, there

students can drink all the beer and
wine they want for only $4.00.
These “ Last Resorts” often feature
local bands or D J’s. This year, the
BOP has been making a strong ef
fort to sponsor more non-alcoholic
“ Last Resorts” on Friday nights
for all PC students.
Hubbard looks to the future of
the Last Resort with enthusiasm, as
new renovations are presently be
ing made.
“ You just can’t beat the buy for
the socials...it’s great just being
with your friends,” he concludes.

WEEKLY JUMBLE

by Maureen

Unscramble these four jumbles, one letter
to each square, to form four ordinary
words.

Grady

$ 5 OFF the regular p rice
fo r your new Great Look
•G lem by Fitness Sham poo
and Conditioner sam ples
• Receive your student d is
cou nt card fo r 25% off
any service all year long.

Cannot be redeemed for cash. Limit
one per customer. Not applicable to
already discounted services or other
special offers. Offer expires 11/17/84

HALLOWEEN
RELATIVES

The Glemby Salon at

Cherry, Webb
& Touraine
Downtown Providence

4 2 1 -1 1 1 1

Answers to last jumble:
shift • grammar • mischief
prepare • higher friar

Now arrange the circled let
ters to form the surprise
answer as suggested by the
cartoon above.
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Rue De L ’Espoir: Very European
by Joseph M . Ungaro
Rue de L’Espoir, translated it
means The Restaurant on Hope
street, has an interesting, european
style atmosphere.
The restaurant is a little beyond
casual. Most of the patrons were
dressed nicely but informally. The
candlelight added a very nice
touch.
The m eal began w ith our
waitress offering us a warm french
sourdough bread out of a peasant’s
basket.
The menu presented a very
diverse choice. It offered several
types of crepes, a few quiches,
salads and a cheese board. Most of
these, selections were about five or
six dollars each.
The entrees change nightly,
although they always offer filet
mignon and a brochette.

My companion had a chicken
brochette. It was chicken sauteed
in a maple walnut and butter sauce.
The brochette was surrounded by
wild rice and assorted vegetables.
She remarked that it “ was very
tasty” .
I had lamb covered with bemaise
sauce. It also had wild rice but my
vegetables were steamed carrots
and cauliflower.
After dinner our waitress offered
us a selection o f about six desserts
on a silver tray. There was a creme
de menthe cheesecake that looked
very interesting.
I had a chocolate cream cheese
cake. The cake was rolled in bit
tersweet chocolate and had more
chocolate on top.
There was also lady fingers fill
ed with walnuts, cream cheese,
whipped cream and covered with

Student Support Network
Holds Club Forum
by Margaret Sweet
The Student Support Network
held a Club Forum on Sunday, Oc
tober 21,1984. The Club Forum
consisted o f Student Support Networkers and representatives from
various clubs on campus.
This forum was an attempt to
open communication between the
clubs, and to talk about various
problems on campus that clubs
could solve.
One problem seems to be the in
volvement o f members. Conse
quently several clubs have im
plemented ideas to get members
more involved.
The Cowl and the Knights of
Columbus have instituted office
hours; interested members can
volunteer an hour a week so that
the office can be open during the
school day for people to stop by
and socialize.
Gary Weir, editor o f The Cowl,
says that since the institution of of
fice hours,“ I’ve gotten to meet
freshmen that I would not have met
otherwise. I think that it is impor
tant that leaders o f clubs contact
people that have signed up and not
just forget them. A lot ofpeople are
now writing for The Cowl because
I contacted them .”
Thp Dillon Club has an office

that is always open for students
who wish to stop in.
Instead o f remaining one large
group, the Friar Fanatics have
separated into a few smaller groups
to encourage more personal in
teraction between members. Since
the division, student interest has
been much greater.
One important problem that was
recognized is alienation, the aliena
tion that a freshman may feel in a
new situation, as well as the aliena
tion an upperclassman may feel
a fte r being rejected by an
organization.
Clubs have to reach out to
students since students may be hesi
tant about reaching out to clubs for
fear o f rejection.
One way to bring clubs to the
students is through articles that give
information about each club, as
well as the name o f a person that
can be contacted concerning
membership.
Each issue o f The Cowl will have
a small article highlighting a club
and a way to make contact with
that club.
Students are encouraged to find
a club with which they have a com
mon interest, and to become
involved.

Bob’s Dell, located at 605 Douglas Avenue, offers a super supper special for PC
student every Wednesday night.
(Photo by David West)

Bob’s Deli Offers PC Special
by Mark Cohen
It is Wednesday night and the
food at Raymond Cafe does not
appeal to your taste buds. You are
hungry so there is not much you
can do. If you do not go to Ray
mond, you can either begin a
hunger strike or send out for pizza
- again!
Bologna! At least that is what
folks at Bob’s Deli say.
On Wednesday night, Bob’s Deli
has its “ all-you-can-eat college
speciaj.” For $4,00, college

students (with proper school iden
tification) can eat to their heart’s
content. 'The menu consists of
m acaroni, sausage, meatballs,
bread and butter, fruit punch, and
a salad bar.
Located at 605 Douglas Avenue
(next to Louie’s), Bob’s Deli is on
ly a short distance from PC cam
pus. All college students are serv
ed in a single session at 6:00. If this
meal sounds good to you, visit
Bob’s Deli at 6:00 on a Wednesday

strawberries. My companion had
this and enjoyed it.
The meal came to $41.29 without
tip. It could have been considerably
less expensive had we ordered from
the quiche, crepe or salad portion
of the menu.
There was a cocktail lounge that
looked intriguing. It seemed as if
it might be a nice place to enjoy a
drink or two and maybe order the
cheese board, which contained
several types o f cheese.
Rue de L’Espoir would be a nice
place for a small group to enjoy
good company over a very good
GUIDE—The more *’s the better.
FOOD .................................. »***
ATMOSPHERE ............ * ★ *
VALUE .................................. $$$

Spiderman and friend enjoy a well deserved beer al the Halloween mixer.
(Cow! Photo by David West)

History Club Highlights
by Margaret Sweet
The History Club is a small club
on campus with six or seven
dedicated members and about
twenty-five semi-active members,
according to Secretary Robert
Mercer Deruntz.
General meetings are held at
least once a month. A lecture is
given by a PC professor or a
visiting professor at each meeting.
Sometimes a professor will have
a special hobby that he/she likes to
talk about. Earlier in the semester,
Dr. Donna T . McCaffrey spoke on
Ireland and its oral tradtion. Last
year, Dr. Raymond L. Sickenger
spoke on the supernatural.
The History Club is working on
a handbook concerning the History
Department and history majors at
PC. They also hope to begin hav
ing local trips, such as to Newport.

According to Bob Deruntz, there is
“ a problem with student interest.”
A big event is being planned for
the second semester. A lecture, a
debate, and a seminar are all being
considered.
“ We have a very competent
H istory D epartm ent, many
students do not realize that the pro
fessors are really, really good,”
said Deruntz. He cited Matthew J.
Smith, Speaker o f the House in
Rhode Island, as an example.
The History Club would ap
preciate interested members.
President o f the club is Cathy
O sborne, Vice-president is
Maureen St.Laurent, Bob Deruntz
is Secretary, and Margaret Kelly is
Treasurer.
If interested contact Bob
Deruntz at 272-0658 or through
Box 1215.

Presenting PC Trivia
by Ellen Evans
There are many interesting facts
about Providence College from its
origin to the present. Some o f the
trivia is common knowledge while
some of it might take a few of you
by surprise. Here goes....
—During World War II the very
existence o f Providence College
was threatened by the decline in
enrollment o f students.
The college facilities were plac
ed at the disposal o f the govern
ment for the education and train
ing o f soldiers under the Army
Specialized Training Program.
The curriculum was designed as
basic engineering training. Aquinas
Hall was turned into barracks. Five
soldiers were assigned to each room
with two bunk beds and one single
bed.
After two and one half terms the
Government drastically curtailed
the program and on March 19,
1944, the soldiers left the college.
—The original architectural plans
for Slavin Center were o f an office
tower rising up from where the pit
is situated now. The pit was going
to be a receptionist area for the
tower. Lack o f funds terminated
the project.
—Providence College is the only
school in the nation run by
Dominicans.
—Providence College owns the
silver collection and library of Cor
nelius M oore. M oore was a
Newport attorney, civic leader, and
a member o f the President’s Coun
cil at Providence College.
His collection which consists
primarily o f valuable 18th century
silver pieces o f domestic use, was
willed to the college with the hopes
that the educative function o f the
pieces wouJ d be researched and
developed here.
—Phillips Memorial Library has
received two national architectural
awards for its design.

—PC is one o f the only colleges in
the nation with its own zip code.
—There used to be a gymn asium /auditorium
where
Blackfriar’s Theatre is now located
in Harkins.
—In addition to the Moore Collec
tion, P C ’s other im portant
holdings include the RI Court
Records 1645-1905, and the Bonniwell Collection. This latter collec
tion contains 5000 volumes on
Catholic liturgy, with manuscripts
dating from the 14th century and
books from the 15th century to
present.
—Originally, Aquinas Hall was
built to accommodate 180 students,
two to a room, with suites for
eleven faculty members. Another
suite was set aside as a student
infirmary.
To the left of the entrance where
the Civ rooms are now located,
there was a dining room made to
seat 220. Beyond this in the north
wing was a kitchen.
—The Board of Programmers was
formerly known as the Board of
Governors. The name was chang
ed due to confusion in mailing bet
ween the student Board o f Gover
nors and the Board of Governors
o f the college.
—Among some of PC ’s more ilPam—Happy Birthday! Watch out
Sullivan,
blind
comp o se r/sin g e r/a c to r;
Lenny
Wilkens, professional basketball
player; Ray Flynn, Mayor of
Boston; and Christopher Dodd,
U.S. Senator from Connecticut.
—On Thursday, September 18,
1919, the doors of Providence Col
lege were officially opened. The
first class o f 68 students was
welcomed to the new and first
Catholic college in the State of
Rhode Island. (Providence Visitor,
Sept. 1969.)
—In 1971, PC enrolled its first
coeducational class.

On Campus
C lassifieds
FOR SALE
Hi-intensity floodlights: 1000 watt
Revere mercury vapor. Slightly us
ed, in good condition. Discounts
on multiple purchases. $200 each.
Call 941-4025 or 781-8638. Installa
tion available.
Furniture for sale: Excellent for
student apartm ent or room.
Recliner, upholstered chair, 15’ x
16’ rug, lamps, sleeper bed, end
tables, Sanyo 21” color t.v. game
(study) table w /chairs. Call
252-6847 (faculty member).
Luxman PD-277 turntable. Listed
for $500 in 1981, selling for $200
or best offer. Comes with Shure
cartridge and record clamp. Directdrive, straight low-mass tonearm,
pitch control, more. Call 333-4758
evenings. Ask for Steve.
PERSONAL
Happy Birthday, Lynn! Love,
Margaret
Pam, Happy Birthday! Watch out
for Ghosts and Goblins! Love,
David L.
Tp
Beth-doll
and
Ryan
O’Neil...Happy Halloween...Love,
Smack
To Mike G.: Happy Birthday.
Love yah. Missy
I want a yellow napsack!—D.
Contrary to popular belief, Chris
R. does NOT hold bible sessions in
her room; nor does she have any
interest in having them. She is,
however, interested in revenge on
her sweet, loving’, friend Barb
Mellen who so thoughtfully
publicized Chris’ false interest.
RIDES
Ride needed to Villanova U. Vet’s
day weekend. Please call 3438.
SERVICES
Papers typed! Fast! Efficient! Last
minute? O.K.! Grammar and spell
ing corrections! Convenient (on
campus) and CHEAP! Carissa
865-3019.
WANTED
Anyone interested in utilizing their
advertising skills to solicit ads for
the Cowl, stop by the Cowl office
(Slavin 109) or call 865-2214 and
ask for Gen.
Fans to cheer us to victory agains;
a tough Holy Cross in our last
home game of the fall season!:
Saturday, November 3 at 12 noo:
on Hendricken Field ( ootbai
field).
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Intercollegiate Ski Fest 1985
KILLINGTON, VT—Killington
Ski Area in central Vermont, Lite
Beer from Miller and Rossignol Ski
Company are teaming up to spon
sor the 4th Annual Killington In
tercollegiate Ski Fest.
The fun-filled weeks are design
ed especially for college students
from all over the country who have
registered for the Ski Fest. Onmountain activities and fun races
for all ability levels are offered
every day. Apres ski get togethers
and parties at local night clubs are
scheduled for each evening, begin
ning at check in on Sunday night.
T he N ational Collegiate Ski
Association will also be offering a
Giant Slalom race each week in
conjunction with the Intercollegiate
Ski Fest.
Through the weeks, thousands

o f dollars worth ot prizes, trophies
and special bonuses will be given by
Killington, Lite Beer from Miller,
Rossignol Ski Company and Kill
ington area restau ran ts and
nightclubs.
Killington is offering special
rates to college students who pur
chase five day lift plans during the
weeks of December 16-21, 1984,
January 6-11, 13-18 and 20-25,
1985. Selected lodges in the Kill
ington area are also offering reduc
ed rates for participants o f the Ski
Fest during these four weeks.
Packages which include lift tickets,
lodging and meals start at $216
(quad occupancy).
Killington Ski Resort offers ski
ing on six mountains, intercon
nected by a system of 17 lifts and
100 trails, all skiable on one lift

ticket. Killington offers the greatest
diversity o f ski terrain in the East.
Killington’s snowmaking system,
covering 38 miles of terrain and 60
o f 100 trails, assures skiers of the
most reliable skiing in the East.
Killington is also well known for
its night life. There are over 50
restaurants and lounges in the area
with atmospheres that range from
an intimate piano bar to an electri
fying disco.
Specially priced packages for the
Ski fest include lift tickets, lodging
and all Ski Fest activities. For reser
vations call the Killington Lodging
Bureau at 802-422-3711 (8 a.m.-9
p.m. daily). For reservations for
groups o f 20 or more call Group
Services at 802-422-3333.

CORNER

The Junky

Staring
Into
Space
Eyes of a shocked mind
Holding down the steps
A wandering world
Swirls by
Black polish
Cowboy boots
Pound images in my brain
Confusion
For no reason
But lives of others that I see
Wondering people
Watching us
The street people

Joseph D. Whelan

_

.i

Please address typewritten work with name and box number to T h e
A l e m b i c S t u d e n t P o e t r y C o m e r , Box 1810. All submissions will be
considered for the 1984-1985 A l e m b i c , unless otherwise requested.

Enter to Become the New
English Leather Musk Man
Even President Riggan finds time to attend PC hockey games. He is seen seated at Saturday iNlgnt s game, surrounded
Even President Riggan finds time to attend PC hockey games. He is seen seated at Saturday night's game, surrounded by
Secret Service men .W here were you?
(Photo by Chris Glionna)

Do You Think You’re A Good Photographer?
If you are, you could win a dinner for 2 at the Rusty Scupper, p l u s many other prizes such as...
•2 free brunches at the Biltmore o r »a free record at Strawberries o r »free ice cream at Steve’s
HOW? The Cowl is having a photo contest that anyone can enter.
•Simply submit a 5 x 7 black and white photo including the negative with your name, campus,
address, phone number, and year of graduation on the back o fg ie photo.
•All pictures must be submitted to The Cowl office by 3 p.m. o#November 2.
•All photos will be judged by the editorial board based on creativity and originality.

Fa m o u s l a s t w o r d s

FROM FRIENDS TO FRIENDS.
“Are you OK to drive?”
“W hat’s a few beers?”
“Did you have too m uch to drink?”
“I ’m perfectlyfine.”
“Are you in any shape to drive?”
“I ’Ve neverfelt better”
7

think you’v e had a few too many!’
“You kicklin, I can drive
with m y eyes closed.”

To enter the contest send one
photograph, (black and white or
color) to Campus Search For
English Leather Musk Man, care of
Features Editor o f The Cowl. The
photos' must have been taken
within the last sue months and must
be no larger than 8” by 10” or
smaller than 3” by 5” . No pur
chase is necessary to enter.
The editorial staff of The Cowl
will select three male student
representatives of this campus as
semi-finalists. Each will receive a
gift set of English Leather Musk
men’s toiletries.
A panel of judges, selected by

the manufacturer, will select one
campus winner who will be entered
in the national finals.
The national winner will be the
English Leather Musk Man for
1985 and receive a cash contribu
tion of $1,000 towards his tuition,
a selection o f merchandise prizes,
an all-expense paid trip to New
York to be photographed by a
leading photographer.
All selections will be based on
photographic appeal.
The national winner of the con
test will appear in English
Leather® Musk advertising as the
1985 Musk Man.

The Buck Stops Here!
“Buck leather boots, because Morse has
only the best...and now they’re on sale!”
* Padded Leather Collar
* Steel Shank
Tajlon® Laces
Goodyear Welt
Construction
Padded Leather
Insole A Lining
Oil Resistant Sole

* Cambrelle™ lining
* Padded Leather Collar
* Steel Shank
* Taslon laces
’ Extra Support

lacing System
* Goodyear Well
Constriction
* Padded Leather

“Ym 'vehad too much to drink,
let m e drive.”
rives m y car but me.”
A re you OK to drive?”
beers?”

DRINKING A N D DRIVING
CAN KILL A FRIENDSHIP
FR EE! M en's therm al so cks with every O utdoor'" Boot purchase.
(Olfer good while quantities last.)

tffcmorse

Harbor Mall - Fall River
242 Westminster St. - Providence
Warwick Mall - Warwick
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I t ’s Your Turn

Coaching Problems for Patriots
by Michele Myers

=SPOi*T fr

THIS WEEK
IN SPORTS
Friday

• Men’s Soccer at Maine
• Women’s Volleyball at George
Washington University Tournament

Saturday

• Football Club vs. Stonehill
• Women’s Volleyball at George
Washington University Tournament
• Men’s Cross-Country at New England
Championships (Franklin Park, Boston)
• Women’s Cross-Country at ECAC’s
Women’s Rugby vs. Holy Cross

Sunday
Tuesday

• Racquetball Club vs. UMass
• Men’s Hockey vs. BC
‘ Men’s Soccer vs. Brown

7:00 p.m.
TBA
1:00 p.m.
TBA
TBA
TBA
12:00 p.m.
10:00 a.m.
7:30 p.m.
2:00 p.m.

The recent controversies in the
Patriot ranks have caused mixed
em otions. On the surface
everything appeared to have started
approximately three weeks ago
when wner Billy Sullivan met
with his players to discuss their
feelings regarding coach Ron
Meyer. Meyer was unaware of this
meeting and ever since he found
out about it, relations between he
and Mr. Sullivan deteriorated to a
purely business level.
Everyone knew that after this
season, Meyer would be fired as
head coach. Meyer, however,
precipitated a showdown by firing
defensive coordinator Rod Rust,
whose performance did not please
him. Meyer himself was fired less
than twenty-four hours later, even
though as a coach, in my opinion,
he should have the power o f hiring
and firing his own staff. The
reason: he fired Rust without let
ting the Sullivans or player person
nel director Dick Steinberg know
until after the fact. Therein lies a
deeper problem of the Patriots’
franchise; Billy Sullivan’s refusal to
relinquish control.
Historically, Billy Sullivan has
maintained some control over the
football team, instead o f just be
ing an owner who allocated

authority. Sullivan is a great
businessman and has shown
tremendous tenacity of purpose
over the years. It is my opinion that
he is solely responsible for the suc
cess of the New England franchise
as an entity in the NFL. But as an
owner we go back to the line of
coaches that had been hired and
fired by Sullivan: Mike Collerback,
Cleve Rush (who was also fired in
mid-season), Upton Bell (former
General Manager), Chuck Fair
banks, Ron Ernhardt, and Ron
Meyer, who were once among
Sullivan’s reign.
i Rush who
was hailed by Wes Ubenk as the ar
chitect o f the victory of the Jets
over the Colts in the Superbowl,
was also fired by Sullivan. From
Rush to Upton Bell (a very talented
former General Manager of the
Patriots), these men found it dif
ficult to run the team without ad
ministrative interference. Problems
also occurred with Chuck Fair
banks, a very talented recruiter,
who reduced the team to a point
where dissension interferred with
the team’s success.
It was shortly thereafter that the
Patriot’s could have brought one
Don Shula (probably one of the
greatest coaches of our era) to their
team. However, it is my opinion
that Mr. Sullivan was again unable
to relinquish control for a compe-

tent man to run the team.
Meyer and Fairbanks have one
thing in common, neither one had
the capacity to excite the players
substantially enough to work as a
unit. There was similar discontent
between player and coach in both
instances. The difference being that
Fairbanks had more control over
the team. The fact remains that
Meyer was head coach, and it
should have been his prerogative to
fire Ron Rust as he saw fit.
Sullivan is in a Catch 22 posi
tion. Does he finally find a com
petent coach in whom he can relin
quish full authority or must he
maintain a near irrevocable posi
tion o f controlling the activities of
his head coaches and employees.

It’s Your
Turn
. “ It’s Your Turn” is a weekly
column written by students, facul
ty and friends o f PC who would
like to express their opinions on
different areas of sports.
If you would like to write a col
umn, please contact the sports
editors o f the Cowl in Slavin 109,
or call 865-2214.

CLASSIFIEDS
FOR SALE

This semester
earn
some credit
in the
real world.
Life after college.
There’s a saying in the real
world (You know, the world in
which some people have to wear
suits every day.) that goes some
thing like this: "There’s no such
thing as free lunch)'

l^mMENrmLMErfK
MATHEMATICAL ECONC

College credit
you can use.
Unfortunately, it’s been diffi
cult for students to take advantage
of these wonderful real world tools.
But now, Fleet National
Bank has developed First Fleet
Credit. It lets you get your own
MasterCard or VISA, based upon
one of your parents co-signing the
application.
That makes meeting various
college expenses—like books, air
line tickets, and clothes—very
convenient.
You'll even be able to get
cash advances at Fleet offices and
24-Hour Banking Centers all
across Rhode Island and at other
banks all across the country.

Now that may or may not
be true, but just in case it is, vir
tually everyone in the real world
has a major credit card. Namely,
VISA or MasterCard.
They make buying lunch and
lots of other things much easier.

SERVICES
Typing service. On campus pick-up
and delivery. $1 per page for
double-spaced term papers and
reports, resumes, etc. 281-8624.
WANTED
Part-time. Sell winter and spring
break vacations for major col
legiate travel company. High com
m issions— free trips! Phone
necessary. Send application to: Joe
Sharelli, Campus Vacations, 26
Court St., Brooklyn, NY 11242.

GIRL "seas
m i v>

visit the Fleet office nearest you
or return the coupon.
Either way, be sure to
complete your application soon.
Because you don’t want to let
another semester slip by without
earning any credit.

r^ la il to Fleet National Bank, I
Marketing Department,
I P.O.Box486,
I Providence, RI 02901
I Please send me an application |
| for First Fleet Credit right
I away!

W E’RE YOUR
TYPE
421-0401
719 Fleet Bank Building
Providence, Rhode Island

u/iycA-te. s
In Ihe Arcade
Downto.vn Providence
W ed. & S un.

------ i t e ------

Frank Santos

Pick up a major in
credit history.
Perhaps most importantly,
First Fleet Credit, because it’s
issued in your name, can help you
- build a solid credit history while
you’re still in school.
So after graduation you’ll
find it easier to get the credit
you’ll need to get your life in the
real world off to a real good start.
Of course, to get First Fleet
Credit you’ll have to apply. Just

Irish sweaters. All sizes, pull-over
and button down. Limited supply.
$60 each. Call 351-2325.

R R a te d H y p n o tis t!
8 & 10 p m

ciip
Suili

Zip

C'-ollegeorUniversK

|

Thursday

Mixed Review
FeaturingAmateur &
National Csmetoi!
New Comedians Welconsel

^

_______

F le e t National Bank
THE PERSONAL R E S O U R C E "

An Equal Opportunity Lender

F ri.& S a l.

COMEDY
REVIEW
Tep ioeai & Mfisnol
eomedians!
? a II p.m.
Ressrvsrtionsi

274-0170
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SCOREBOARD—
DID YOU KNOW...
By Debbi Wrobleski and Chrissy
Merlo
The Eastern College Athletic Con
ference is the largest Athletic Con
ference with an association of 239
colleges and universities. With its
founding in 1938, the ECAC of
ficiates 17 different men’s and
women’s sports which includes the
managing of over 50 different Divi
sion I,II and III tournaments.
Ex-Philadelphia Flyer Center, Bob
by Clarke, was at Friday and Satur
day night’s hockey games. Clarke,
a member of the Flyers front of
fice, was a t Schneider Arena
scouting for potential players.
Carlton Fisk o f the Chicago White
Sox has a hobby o f growing prize
winning orchids in the off season.
Due to the immense fall in the
ratings, Howard Cosell has been
asked back to ABC’s Monday
Night Football, however he has
declined the offer.
Prior to his basketball career with
the Boston Celtics, Danny Ainge
was an infielder for the A.L.
Toronto Blue Jays.
Bucky Dent has been released by
the Kansas City Royals.

Carl Yastrzemski was given an
honorary degree from Providence
College in 1983.
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar is the oldest
player in the NBA (he turns 38 in
April).
******

Ken Brett, former baseball pitcher(who also holds the record for
being on the most teams) was given
a “ Ken Brett” day in Utica, N.Y.
due to his Miller beer commercial.
Eddie Einhorn, Chicago baseball
and USFL owner is currently pro
moting interests in professional
wrestling.
D anny W hite o f the Dallas
Cowboys can be seen in super
markets across the country (in
cluding Providence, R.I.), he’s be
ing featured on Cornflake’s cereal
boxes!
WOMEN'S RUGBY
by Jackie Smoloski
On Saturday, October 28th, the
PC Women’s Rugby Club took on
Bridgewater State on Hendricken
Field.
Despite the hour and a half
delay, the PC Club played its best
game of the season against an even
ly
m atched
B ridgewater.
Bridgewater scored twice in the
first half, but failed in their at
tempts for the two extra point con

version kicks.
PC came within ten yards of
scoring on many occasions. Their
attempts were spoiled by the speedy
Bridgewater backs.
Midway through the second half
Providence’s sophomore Jane Tim
merman touched down their first
try o f the season setting the score
at 4-8.
Defensively excellent were
Freshm an Barb M ellan and
Sophomore Bert Florena whose
kicking was an outstanding asset to
the game. Offensively, Sophomore
Eileen Barron admirably added
many yards to the team effort. Un
fortunately the Club failed in ad
ding a try to tie the game. The final
With this encouraging outlook,
the Club hosts Holy Cross in the
final home game of the fall season
at Hendricken Field at 12 noon on
Saturday, November 3rd.
HOCKEY EAST PRE-SEASON
POLLS
All-Conference Teams
First Team
D-Peter Taglianetti, PC
D- Dom Campadelli, BC
F- John Cullen, BU
F-Tim Army, PC
F- Rod Isbister, NU
G- Bruce Gillies, UNH
Second Team
D- David Lee, UNH

Sunday night an appreciative
crowd watched the Basketball
Friars display their skills in the an
nual Mai Brown intra-squad
basketball game.
The people in attendance were
able to witness an offensive show
ing as the Gold team defeated the
team in black 84-72. Asst. Coach
Steve Hecker coached the Gold
team which included: Steve Wright,
Brian Waller, Ernie “ Pop” Lewis,
Matt Palazzi, Harold Starks, Jacek
Duda and Dick Pennefather. Joe
Donlon coached the Black team
which was represented by Ray
Knight, Keith Lomax, Dave Kipfter, Don Brown, Billy Donovan
and A1 Roth.
The outcome of this game was
unimportant as was the individual
scoring. All thirteen players scored,
and they all played well. It was
simply a chance for the fans to see
how the 1984-85 team will answer
a few questions in everyone’s mind.
Can seniors Knight, Waller and
Lomax provide the leadership
necessary for a second straight win
ning season?
How will Knight adjust to the
low post position?
Will small forwards Waller and
Lomax provide a consistent scor
ing threat? Both looked impressive
Sunday night, especially with their

Attention: Non-business Majors
Where: S lav in 1 1 3

by Diane Durante
In an action-packed game, the
Lady Friars field hockey team
played top-ranked Springfield to a
1-1 tie. This was quite a feat con
sidering the fact that Springfield
usually stacks up the points against
the home team.
For the first quarter, play fluc
tuated between the Springfield and
PC zones until Springfield’s Ingred
Gonesh scored with five minutes
remaining.

Second Team
D- Gary Lue Pann, UNH
D- Joe McEachern, BC
F- Steve Leach, UNH
F-Gord Cruickshank, PC
F- Bill Kopecky, BC
G- David Delfino, Lowell
Racquetball Update
by Coleen Murphy
The next Racquetball meeting
will be held November 14th at 7:00
pm in ’64 hall. The team will be
challenged by UMASS on Sunday
morning, November 4th at 10:00.
Club players are encouraged to
continue with pyramid play.
PC CHEERLEADERS TO
COMPETE
The Providence College varsity
cheerleading squad will compete
for one o f the ten slots in the Ford

The second quarter proved quite
exciting as PC remained on the of
fensive. The pressure was On, as
many goals were attempted, in
cluding a nice try by freshman
M arlene Ricci. Liz Noble
maneuvered the ball well, and at
tempts for the goal were also made
by Eileen Kelly and Karen Siddell.
Basically, the Lady Friars did
everything but score during this
time. With ten minutes left in the
second quarter, Donna Salvoni
made a goal attempt and got a

penalty shot. Senior Trisha Lyons
took the one-on-one penalty shot
and with five minutes remaining in
the quarter, scored. This brought
the tally to 1-1, where it would
remain.
The third and fourth quarters
were played similarly with PC on
offense, making good attempts and
exhibiting good teamwork. Patty
Hanlon made five saves for the
game,
while
S pringfield’s
McDonald had sixteen.

VARSITY
TEAM RECORDS
As of October 29, 1984
Women’s Volleyball
33-3
Women’s Field Hockey
6- 8-2

Women’s Soccer
5-8-1
Men’s Soccer
11- 1-1
Freshman Matt Palazii, pops one from the key as Senior Ray Knight trys to
block the shot in Sunday night's Mai Brown game. Teammates Dave Kipfer, Al
Roth and Steve Wright iook on, as the Friars gave the fans plenty to look for
ward to when the season begins on November 23.
(Photo by Greg Corcoran)

Men’s Hockey
3-2

Booters End with 4-0 Win
!

Z A B B Y ’S
SANDWICH SHOP

) 6 5 1 A dm iralStreet • 3 3 1 -4 1 4 1

J

Deliveries Mon.-Fri. 5-9 p.m.

J
(

with coupon with any
medium or large sub.

j

Expires November 10, 1 9 8 4

When: N o v e m b e r 5.
9 :3 0 -1 2 :0 0 & l:0 0 -3 :0 0 /ln d iv id u a l a d v ice
in clu d in g s e le c tio n o f b u s in e s s e le ctive s.
3 :0 0/F orm al P re se n ta tio n s
Dr. Ekin, C h a irm a n — D ept, o f B u sin e ss
A d m in istration .
Dr. C e rw o n k a — B u s in e s s S tu d ie s p ro gram .

D- David Quinn, UNH
D-Shawn Whitham, PC
F- Jon Morris, Lowell
F- Ken Hodge, BC
F- Clark Donatelli, BU
G- Peter Fish, BU

PC Ties Ranked Springfield, 1-1

baseline jumpers.
Returnees Dave Kipfter, Ernie
Lewis, Don Brown, Harold Starks,
Jacek Duda, Billy Donovan, Alan
R oth and Dick Pennefather
played well, but will they play this
well in real game situations?
Harold Starks showed the same
flash as he did against Marquette
last year when he scored 17 points.
Brown’s jum per seems even
sharper than last year. Center Duda
and forwards Kipfter and Roth had
a more confident look to their
stance. Pennefather seemed to
have recovered from his knee in
juries, and Lewis simply played
well. D onovan showed us
something we wish to see more of,
ally-oops to Knight.Much of the attention was focus
ed on the heralded freshman
recruits Steven Wright and Matt
Palazzi. Palazzi shot well off the
fast break, and displayed his sharp
passing skills. At the forward posi
tio n Steven W right showed
everyone his soft touch which will
be needed during the season.
The Friars played with more
confidence Sunday night, com
pared to last year. It will only be
a matter of time until the fans can
judge the true effects of the Mai
Brown game.
C ongratulations to Greg
Parades, ’85 for winning the $100
prize for banking the half-court
shot after Sunday night’s game.

Elective Convention

All-Rookie Teams
First Team

College Cheerleading National
Championship.
The ten finalists, to be selected
in November by the Universal
Cheerleaders Association, will
compete in Hawaii in December.
The championships will be telecast
nationwide by NBC.
U .S .
M EN’S
OLYMPIC
VOLLEYBALL
Providence Civic Center Ex
ecutive Director Stephen M. Lom
bardi announced that Providence
has been chosen as one of only nine
cities on the Men’s United States
Olympic Volleyball Team’s na
tional tour. The 1984 Gold Medal
Men’s U.S. Olympic team will face
the 1984 Olympic Silver Medal
Brazilian Squad at the Providence
Civic Center Friday, November 30.
Tickets for the Olympic rematch
are on sale now at the Civic Center
Box Office, all Ticketron outlets,
and the usual Civic Center
Agencies.
The two squads, who battled to
the wire in Los Angeles last August
before the United States team
prevailed to win the Gold Medal,
will participate in nine head-tohead clashes over a twelve day
period. Following the opening con
test at Princeton, the team will
travel to Providence, then make
stops in the midwest and west
before concluding their tour in
either Long Beach, California or
Honolulu, Hawaii.

Field Hockey

Mai Brown Game Gives
Fans First Look at Friars
by Peter DiBiasi

D- Rene Comeault, Maine
F- Bob Sweeney, BC
F- Danny Craig, Lowell
F- Scott Harlow, BC
G- Tim Marshall, NU

free"
1 2 OZ. SODA

by Kathy Gray
The Lady Friars ended their
season with a bang on Saturday
away against neighboring Bryant
College. Great hustle and passing
by the women’s soccer team made
Bryant look as if they had not got
ten out of bed.
Blanking the Bryant team 4-0,
the Lady Friars scored early in the
first halt on a beautiful corner kick
by sophomore Lisa Shaw. The se
cond goal came shortly thereafter
by freshman Lisa Ondrejko which
was assisted by Shaw. Outplaying
the Bryant team, the Lady Friars
went into the half with a 2-0 lead.

Sophom ore Ann Malzone
assisted junior Carol Ingallinera
with a great pass down the middle
o f the front line.
Shaw chalk
ed up her second assist of the day
when she fed junior Paula Chaplin
on a well executed give and go.
Tending goal for the Lady
Friars was freshman Kathy Cronin
who captured her third shutout of
the season.
The team, posting a 4-6-1 record,
played their best game o f the
season.
The Lady Friars go into the
Rhode Island Tournament playing
at home on Thursday at 2:30.
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Providence College is an active
member o f ' the National Col
legiate Athletic Association,
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Yeomelakis Scores In
OT, As Friars Split
Series with Wisconsin
by Toby Shea and Brian Mulligan
What does it feel like to climb a
mountain and finally reach the
top?
“ It felt great. This game was a
big lift, last year we might have lost
it,’’said captain Tim Army after
;he Friars came back to beat the
Badgers o f Wisconsin in overtime
Friday night,6-5. The winning goal
came twenty seconds into the 10
minute overtime period when Ar
tie Yeomelakis beat Dean Ander
son with a 15 foot wrist shot.
PC, who never led until the final
goal, found themselves on the los
ing end of a 5-2 score with just
twelve minutes left in the game.
The comeback started at 7:43 of
the third period. Tim Sullivan took
a Yeomelakis pass and sent a
behind the back shot into the right
corner.
“ I just tried to get it o ff as fast
as I could” , said the junior center
from Bloomington M inn.,“ It felt
really good when it went in.”
The next few minutes could have
been called the Steve Rooney show.
He connected twice in the span of

47 seconds to tie the game at five.
At the 9:29 mark, Rooney grabbed
the puck out of the confusion in
front of the net and scored on a ten
foot wrist shot.
It was at this point that the
crowd o f 2903 in Schneider Arena
came alive with anticipation of
what might happen. Almost before
the noise from his last goal died
down, Rooney tied it up. Army
carried the puck down the left side
on a three on two break. At the
perfect moment, he dropped a pass
to Rooney who blasted a slapshot
into the upper right corner. Army
and Yeomelakis were credited with
assists on both Rooney goals. After
the game, Rooney described the
comeback.
“ We got a few lucky breaks, but
mostly we just tried to take it one
step at a time and it all worked
The Friars wasted no time put
ting the game away in the overtime
period. Nowell Catterall con
trolled the puck off the face off and
sent it to Army in the corner.

See HOCKEY, page 6

Lady Friars Finish 13th
by Mary Evans
With an impressive team effort,
he PC Lady Friars Cross Country
earn made a fine showing last
veekend at the New England
Women’s Cross Country Chamlionship. The meet was held at
Boston’s Franklin Park, making
he Lady Friars second race there
n two weeks.
Running against thirty two teams
rom all over New England, PC
-laced thirteenth overall in the
neet that was won by host Boston
College. Holy Cross placed second
a the race and Boston University
;ained third place honors.
From a field o f over 200 o f New
England’s finest runners. The team
vas led by junior Nicki H ronjak’s
*0th place finish in a time of 19:13.
Senior Sue Montambo also turned

in a fine performance, placing 68th
with her time of 19:42, and Senior
Co-Captain Julie Morand and
Junior Cheryl Smith were close
behind, running to times o f 19:47
and 19:51 for 70th and 80th places.
Senior Maureen Holder placed
112th overall in 20:27 to round out
PC’s scoring with a total of 390
points. Juniors Janet Magner and
Anne Jackson completed the var
sity roster with 133rd and 150th
place finishes in times of 20:57 and
21:23 respectively.
In the JV race Providence again
ran remarkably well to place fourth
out of the fifteen teams competing.
Freshman Kathy Wilson led the
way with an outstanding perfor
mance by placing 18th in the field

See X-COUNTRY, page 6 .

Teamwork at Us best...Mike Flanagan helps out teammate Chris Terreri in a potentially dangerous situation. Terreri’s
keen instinct prevailed as Wisconsin’s Paul Ranheim's attempt was quickly denied.

Men’s Soccer Destroys Nation’s
Twentieth Ranked Team, U-Conn
by Kevin O’Hare
“The lads played hard and well;
it’s our first complete effort of the
year. We didn’t capitalize, but 1-0
is still a win.” Not only did the 1-0
score indicate a victory, but it was
also the biggest win of the year for
Coach Bill Doyle and his soccer
Friars. Providence’s upset of
perennial national power. Univer
sity o f C onnecticut, firmly
established them as the top ranked
team in New England.
Providence’s victory was not an
easy one by any means. UConn
mounted drives from the opening
seconds of the match.
PC maintained a defensive
posture throughout much of the
first half, led by the gritty, deter
mined play o f goaltender Joe
Crehan. Crehan’s finest hour oc
curred midway in the first half as
he turned back a barrage of
Huskies scoring attempts knocking
two off the goal crossbar. After the
victory, Crehan commented, “ the
whole team got the shutout.”
Connecticut goal tender Andy
Pontasson was less courteous than
his Providence counterpart. After

Lancers Pierce Friars, 30-14
by Kevin Sghia
The Providence College Football
team suffered a 30-14 loss to
Worcester State last Saturday in
Worcester, Massachusetts. The
Friars, stunned by two early
touchdowns by the number two
ranked Lancers, never did recover.
Senior quarterback, Paul Brauer
described the teams’ plight best,
“ everybody did a good job. They
were the better team.” Team is the
key word because the Friars ex
hibited a lot of class in what
proved to be extremely trying
circumstances.
Providence’s answer to the two
early Worcester touchdowns was a
dose of their best running back,
sophomore Mark Tarpey. With the
score Worcester State 14 and Pro
vidence 0, Tarpey catapulted 71
yards downfield to curb the deficit
in half following senior Bill Giblins
conversion.
Follow ing
the
Tarpey
iouchdown, the Friars combatted
several types o f adversity the re
mainder of the game. Injuries occured to Tarpey (shoulder), Junior
receiver Mike Thorne (hand),
Sophomore quarterback Kevin
Delane, and Junior linebacker Phil

Talley and Junior tight end Bill
McNamara (ribs). The team not
only had to fight valiantly against
Worcester State, but also had to
battle numerous gross errors in of
ficiating. One o f the worst infrac
tions was a blatant facemask of
freshman Steve Bryant, among
several other obvious penalties.
The balances Worcester offense
was able to draw the Providence
College defense in close to defend
against the run and then pass over
the vulnerable drawn in defense.
Defensive co-ordinator Tony Teolis
said “They outhit us and outplayed
us in the first half, so we couldn’t
recover, but we came alive in the
second half."
Worcester State added two
fieldgoals before the half to pad the
score to 20 to 7 at the intermission.
Following another Worcester
fieldgoal and touchdown and with
the score 30 to 7, Providence struck
back one last time. Brauer led the
offense down field and connected
with Senior wide receiver John
Donahoe for a 6 yard touchdown
pass with 2:49 remaining. Com
menting on Brauer’s performance
coach Dorgan said, “ Paul did an
outstanding job in the fourth
quarter, he showed a lot .o f

composure.”
In what was simply a loss to a
better team the game was extreme
ly difficult to describe by the
players. Peter Murphy, a senior
defensive back said, “ we played
well in both halves. Now we have
to win the rest o f our games to
salvage a winning season. We were
ready...maybe they were just the
better team today.”
Friar notes: Defensive backs Jeff
Desrosiers and Jack Defares had
interceptions for Providence in the
Worcester State game. Coach
Kevin Dorgan was extremely pleas
ed with receiver John Donohoes
play for the second game in a row
commenting on the Senior’s extra
effort throughout the game.
Dorgan also praised the play o f of
fensive tackle Vin Pocaro.
Worcester State was unanimous
among the coaching staff and
players as the best team PC has
played all year. Senior running
back John Goggin stated, “ that
was a great Worcester State team,
one of the greatest Worcester teams
we’ve played.” Next week’s home
game against Stonehill is the last
home game of the year for the

a goal line scramble and save, Pon
tasson cuffed Rick Pare of Pro
vidence, which resulted in an in
direct kick for Providence College.
Larry Hayes, off the formation,
kicked a short pass to John Farren,
who popped the ball in the top of
the net, much to the chagrin of
Pontasson and 1,600 rabid Con
necticut fans.
Farren’s sixteenth goal of the
season generated much controver
sy. Coach Joe Morrone o f UConn
disputed
the
referee’s
unsportsman-like conduct penalty,
which set up the goal. He called the
penalty a “ grade school call,”
asserting his goalie’s right to defend
himself in traffic. Doyle also
doubted the official’s decision, but
for a different reason. Maintaining
that such a blatant penalty should
have been a direct, rather than in
direct kick, Doyle commented that
the referee’s verdict was “ gutless.”
With Providence leading at the
opening o f the second half,
UConn’s pressure was relentless.
However, the black and white were
equal to the task. Crehan halted
countless Connecticut attempts,
and fullback M artin Hayes
dominated play in the Friar’s zone,
while Farren, Larry Hayes, and Art
Podgorski harrassed the Huskie
defense.
Although UConn and PC had

several opportunities, they could
not capitalize offensively, each
team neutralizing the other.
In a post-game interview, Con
necticut’s Morrone lauded the
Friar’s play, saying “ we were
beaten by a good team.” However,
he did have some harsh comments
about PC’s previous opponents.
“ They have a weak schedule. W e.
can’t expect to get any help from
anyone on it, so it’s easy for PC to
get up (to play UConn).”
Doyle countered, “ I’m fed up
with the soft-schedule accusations.
If they believe that, they’re fooling
themselves. We’ll play any team,
any time.”
Doyle has reason to be proud of
his squad, and after last Wednes-

See SOCCER, page 6

Mandatory
Cowl Sports
Staff Meeting
F r id a y , N o v . 2 ,1 9 8 4
2:30 p m in S la v in 10 9 .

Agenda will include the
December 12th Sports
issue. All interested
writers are welcomed.

BIG EAST WINNER, RICHARD O’FLYNN
The Men’s Cross-Country team will compete in the New England Championships
this weekend at Franklin Park in Boston, MA. The team, ranked 12th nationally,
is favored to dominate the race. Look for cross-country results in next week’s issue
of THE COWL.
(Photo by K .A . Rerick)

